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VOCABULARY  

(BASED ON NEW SYLLABUS) 
 

1. Homophones: 

6th standard  
a) Fill in the blanks with words that convey the correct meaning of the sentences.  

1. Tiny hatchlings fall ____________(pray / prey) to many predators. 

2. Sea turtles live their ___________(hole / whole) life in the sea. 

3. The turtles come ashore only during the __________ (night / knight). 

4. The predators follow the ___________ (sent / scent) of the turtles to eat their eggs. 

5. The female turtles lay eggs and go back to the ___________ (see / sea). 
 

b) Use the clues and fill in the crossword puzzle.  

1. This word rhymes with seen. - Scene 

2. This animal has two horns and a spotted coat. - Deer 

3. This is a huge sea animal. - Whale 

4. Sounds like hair. - Hare 

5. Shines brightly - Sun 

6. Rhymes with load. – Road 

 

 

2. Homonyms 

9th standard 

Homonyms are words with similar sound and spelling, but with a different meaning. 

a) Use the words given below in your own sentences so as to get different meanings. One is 

done for you.  
 

Cricket Cricket is a popular sport. (,q;F fpupf;nfl; vd;gJ fpupf;nfl; tpisahl;L) 

A cricket is active at night (,q;F fpupf;nfl; vd;gJ fpuPf;..fpuPf; vd fj;Jk; G+r;rp) 

Bank People deposit money in bank. (Ngq;f; - tq;fp) 

We play in a river bank. (Ngq;f; - Mw;wq;fiu) 

Will I will buy a book. (tpy; - Jiztpidr;nrhy;yhf te;J vjpu;fhyj;ij fhl;LfpwJ) 

My grandfather wrote his last will (tpy; - capy;) 

Bark Dogs bark. (ghu;f; - Fiuj;jy;) 

Few tree barks are used as medicine. (ghu;f; - kug; gl;il) 

Watch My father presented me a watch. (thl;r; - iff;fbfhuk;) 

Dogs watch the house. (thl;r; - ftdpj;jy;) 
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3. Homophones 

9th standard 

Homophones are words with similar sound but different spelling and meaning. 

Consult a dictionary, to find the homophones for the given words. 

in  (cs;Ns) inn (rj;jpuk;) 
know (njupAk;) no (,y;iy) 
be (,U) bee (NjdP) 
to (__f;F> tiu) two (,uz;L) 
watt (jpwdpd; myF thl;) what (vd;d) 
right  (rup) write (vOJ) rite (rlq;F) 
were  (,Uf;fpwhu;fs;) where (vq;Nf)  

 

 
 

4. Prefix and Suffix 

6th standard 

Prefixes are added to the beginning of a root word while suffixes are added to the end. 
 

a) Look at the words in the box. Make new words by adding ‘ly’ wherever possible. It will not be 

possible with all the words. 

Suffix : A letter or letters added at the end of a word to make a different or a new form 

of the word. Eg. lone+ly= lonely 

 

lone   blossom    fertile     vigorous    place    constant    

complete   strong    unlike    great cross    immediate   broad 

  Ans:  lonely, vigorously, constantly, completely, strongly, unlikely,  

   greatly, crossly, immediately, broadly. 

 

b) Add ‘r’ , ‘er’ or ‘or’ to get the name of the person who does the activity.  Take turns in class to 

make sentences with the words you have formed. 

  e.g : A teacher is a person who teaches.         Teach+er - Teacher. 

 User, buyer, sailor, watcher, operator, foreigner, baker, writer, governor, actor 

 

 

c) Look at the prefixes given and frame two new words for each prefix and suffix.One is done for you. 

Prefix Word- 1 Word- 2  Suffix Word- 1 Word- 2 

sub subway subconscious  ly suddenly happily 

un unable unaware  or actor auditor 

re refresh rewrite  er brighter darker 

en enclose enroll  ness boldness darkness 

dis dislike disappear  ian politician magician 

ir irregular irrelevant  ist artist novelist 
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5. Compound words 

6th standard 

a) Look at the words in the boxes. Match the words to make as many new words as 

possible. One is done for you. Eg. Out house. 

out root 

river wall 

water garden 

flower body 

sun hill 

aerial bed 

busy sill 

window house 

foot shine 

compound fall 

 Answers: 

 1. out house     2. river bed  3. waterfall      4. flower garden 5. sun shine 

 6. aerial roots      7. busybody 8. window sill      9. foothills  10. compound wall 

 

b) Fill in the blanks with words given in the box to make compound words. (pg-78) 

rain  coconut      coat        sail         fire 
 

1. We use a rain coat on a rainy day.  

2. The toy sail boat danced on the pond.  

3. We must drink tender coconut water in summer.  

4. We can see a rainbow after summer showers.  

5. Clean the ashes out of the fire place. 
 

6. Country and Nationality 

6th standard 

a) Complete this table with the help of the given example. 

  e.g : Portugal is the name of the country.  People from Portugal are called the Portuguese. 
 

COUNTRY NATIONALITY 

Ex : Portugal Portuguese 

France French 

China Chinese 

America American 

Sri Lanka Sri Lankan 

Spain Spanish 

Burma Burmese 

India Indian 

Thailand Thai  
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7. Framing sentence 

6th standard 

a) Find any five words related to sea from the text (Sections I & II). (PAGE-93) 

Write them below.  Then use the words to frame sentences of your own. 

Eg : beach - We like to play in the sandy beach. 

1. marine   - My brother is a marine engineer. 

2. ocean - Sea turtles live in oceans. 

3. coast       - Coconut trees are found  in the sea coast. 

4. reptiles  - Most of the reptiles are land animals. 

5. water - Tortoise lives in water. 

 

8. Syllabification 

6th standard 

a)  Now, try splitting each of these words into syllables. 

wonderful won-der-ful 

behind be-hind 

bananas ba-na-nas 

excitement ex-cite-ment 

snatch snatch 

windows win-dows 

thud thud 

everyone eve-ry-one 
 

9. Collective nouns:   

6th standard 

    Complete the following using their group names. 

1. A pack of wolves went hunting in the forest.  

2. She bought a new pair of shoes for her birthday.  

3. A shoal of fish swam past our boat.  

4. A hive of bees had settled on a mango tree.  

5. I ate a bunch of grapes. 

 

10. Phrases  

6th standard 

Phrase: Phrases are groups of two or more words that work together to perform a single 
grammatical function in a sentence. Phrases do not contain a subject or a predicate. 

 
a) Match the phrases with their meanings. 

 

Phrase Meaning Answer 

drew level with ran very quickly in panic rose to an equal level 

whoop with glee to leave a place quickly shout with enthusiasm and happiness 
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jammed on the brakes as if one’s life depends on it tried to stop the motion immediately 

clung for dear life 
tried to stop the motion 
immediately 

as if one’s life depends on it 

charged up the road rose to an equal level ran very quickly in panic 

beat a hasty retreat 
shout with enthusiasm and 
happiness 

to leave a place quickly 

 

 

b) Refer to a dictionary and find out the meaning of the words given below. 

beam  –  smile happily (kfpo;r;rpAld; rphpj;jy;) 
smile  –  put on a happy expression on face (Gd;dif) 
guffaw  –  laugh loudly (cuf;f rphp) 
laugh  –  the sound of laughing (eifj;jy;) 
giggle  –  silly laugh  (gy;iyf;fhl;b (m) FYq;fp rphpj;jy;) 
 

c) Read the sentences given below. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the appropriate 

laughter words from the exercise above. 
 

1. Kavitha’s face beam with joy as she arrived India.  

2. The show was enjoyed by all the audience and they guffaw out loudly all the while.  

3. When I tickle Nishanth, he always makes a loud laugh. 

4. Bharani didn’t mean any harm, he just did it for giggle. 

5. Things will calm down, you just keep smile. 
 

 

d) Pick the word from the text that is similar to the words or phrases given below. 

1.  threatening and extremely angry - scowl  

2.  a heavy blow or hit - billowed out 

3.  happening gently and slowly - gradually  

4.  any building of a past age, regarded as a historically important place - monuments  

5.  bad luck - unfortunate 

9th standard 

Use the following phrases in sentences of your own. 
 

1. earn one’s name: She earned her name as powerful public speaker. 

2. in the rear of: She could see the back of his head through the oval window in the rear of the cab. 

3. to see one fight: The youth irritated a little monkey to see him fight. 

4. devoid of: He is devoid of ambition. 

5. air and manner: All were attracted by the air and manners of the new Headmaster. 

6. quick as a flash: Quick as a flash, the student said, “ Yes, I can” 

7. in wild haste: The thief escaped in wild haste. 

8. make a pass: The dog made a pass at me as I got close its kennel. 

 

L. You may role-play the conversation. 

Teacher:  This is Mr. Gerund. You may have seen him after these verbs ‘enjoy’, ‘finish’, ‘keep’, 

‘mind’, ‘suggest’, ‘forgive’, ‘excuse’, ‘postpone’, ‘go’ 

Gerund:  I come after a preposition too. 

Teacher:  Mr. Gerund comes in handy to describe a real action. 

Infinitive:  Hello friends, I am infinitive. Words such as ‘like’, ‘refuse’ are followed by me. 

Dinesh:  I know you. I take your help to describe a general or future action. (I think I need to get 

up early tomorrow to complete my grammar exercise) 

Divya:  You have helped me to express ‘reason’, ‘intention’, ‘purpose’.  

 (I wish to finish my assignment by tonight) 
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Gerund:  Do you know, after verbs like ‘begin’, love’, ‘continue’, ‘try’, ‘learn’, ‘start’, ‘neglect’ 

you can use either of us? 

Infinitive:  But remember we mean different things when used after ‘stop’ 

Dinesh:  Don’t you know I stopped talking to him? 

Gerund:  I am also used after these phrases – It’s no use, ‘It’s no good’ 

Dinesh and Divya: Thank you, mam. Bye Mr.Gerund and Ms. Infinitive. 
 

M. Now, work in pairs and help Dinesh and Divya complete the exercise given below. Where are 

the astronauts headed to?  
 

Write the gerund / infinitive form of the verbs in the blanks. 

1.  The astronauts managed _______ (complete) their training in record time. 

2.  They learned how _______ (survive) in space without gravity. 

3.  The best astronaut almost quit _______ (try) to learn the complex information. 

4.  Their mission appeared _______ (be) in jeopardy. 

5.  Then Marina encouraged him by saying, “It’s no good _______ (quit) project right at the end”. 

6.  Being an astronaut will enable you _______ (achieve) great success in life. 

7.  If you give up _______ (study) now, our mission will be scrubbed. 

8.  Think of your fellow astronauts who wouldn’t hesitate _______ (help) you in time of trouble. 

9.  We astronauts must keep on _______ (prepare) of our space launch. 

10.  Some say it’s no use _______ (travel) to distant planets, because it takes too long. 

11.  But we really want _______ (visit) other planets and find out if life exists on them. 

12.  Can you imagine _______ (walk) up to a Martian and shaking hands and _______ (say), 

“Hello, how are you?” 

13.  We really look forward _______ (meet) alien creatures and _______ (find) out what they are 

really like. 

14.  Many scientists have warned us not _______ (take) this dangerous journey, but we are not 

discouraged. 

15.  Travelling to far away planets involves _______ (risk) our lives for the thrill of discovery. 

16.  However we won’t delay _______ (blast) off into space. 

17. Would you like _______ (accompany) us on our journey if you could? 

18. During our training we have got used to _______ (be) weightless and _______ (live) under 

difficult conditions. 

19.  Scientists admit _______ (be) intensely curious about life on other planets. 

20. I’m sure they would also enjoy _______ (travel) with our crew. 

21.  We told them _______ (come) with us on our trip, but some of them think it is a waste of time 

_______ (search) for life that doesn’t exist. 

22.  We have been taught how _______ (endure) hardships during our training and now we can’t 

afford _______ (waste) money. We’re on our way! 
 

Which planet are the astronauts heading to first? add the infinitives. 

Neptune-10  Venus-09 Mars-18 Jupitar-11 
 

The astronauts are heading to the planet Mars first 
 

       Answers:  

1.to complete  2.to survive   3. try   4. to be   

5.to quit   6.to achieve   7. studying   8.to help  

9. preparing  10.travelling  11.to visit   12.walking, to say  

 13.to meeting, to find 14.to take   15.risking  16.to blast  

17.to accompany 18.being, living 19.to being   20.travelling  

            21.to come, searching    22. to endure, to waste 
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11. ANAGRAMS 

9th standard 

An anagram is a word or a phrase formed by rearranging the letters of a different word or phrase, 

typically using all the original letters exactly once. Ex. Lemon – melon 
 

1 elbow below 

2 section notices 

3 viewer review 

4 ripples slipper 

5 needless lessened 

 

 
 

12. Phrasal verb 

9th standard 
A phrasal verb is a verb that is made up of a main verb together with an adverb or a 
preposition or both, to create a completely new meaning. 
 

Given below in Column A are some phrasal verbs taken from the text. Find the meanings by 

using a dictionary and complete Column B. 

S. No. 
Column A Column B 

Phrasal Verb Meaning 

1. fond of having an affection for, loving, like 

2. hidden away to hide 

3. lock up shut up 

4. laughed at make fun of 

5. look at observe, perceive 

6. bring up develop, rear, educate 

7. gave up abandon, quit, stop 

8. went through examine 

9. finish off complete 

10. figure out assess, understand 
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13. Idioms 

9th standard 
a) Now refer to a dictionary and find idioms on the following animals, birds and insects.   Learn 

their meanings and share what you have learnt with your class.   Try to frame illustrative 

sentences with those idioms. Find opportunities to use them in your everyday conversations. 
 

1. lion – The Lion’s share - the biggest part or portion. 

 She claimed the lion’s share of the credit for the show’s success.  

2. mouse – Be quiet as a mouse 

 She was as quiet as a mouse before her father. 

3. parrot – sick as a parrot – thoroughly displeased 

 He was as sick as a parrot when he could not see his mother. 

4. fox – crazy like a fox – very clever. 

 Our Maths teacher is crazy like a fox. 

5. hawk – Watch something like a hawk - watching extremely carefully 

 The manager watches us like a hawk. 

6. snake – a snake in (one’s) bosom – ungrateful 

 I believed his words as a snake in the grass. 

7. monkey – monkey business – mischievous behaviour 

 He is known for his monkey business during exams. 

8. dog – Dog eat dog world – heavy competition 

       The present world is a dog eat dog world. 

9. snail – at a snail’s pace 

 They are constructing a beautiful building at a snail’s pace. 

10. bee – queen bee – A woman who has authority 

 My mother is the queen bee of our family. 
 

b) Learn the following idioms on bear. 
 

a. hungry as a bear being very hungry. 

b. gruff as a bear being unsociable, speaking in a very abrupt rude way. 

c. take the bear by the tooth put oneself in a dangerous position. 

d. as busy as a hibernating bear remaining idle. 

e. a bear hug put one's arms around someone and hug them affectionately. 

f. a bear market a period of time when investors are more likely to sell rather than buy shares. 

 

c) Given below are some idioms related to water. Match the idioms with it's meaning 
 Idioms  Meanings 

1 blood runs thicker than water d family members have stronger obligations with each other than 

with people outside the family 

2 to be a fish out of water i to be uncomfortable in a particular situation 

3 dull as dishwater f boring, uninteresting 

4 as a duck takes to water b naturally, with ease 

5 come hell or high water j no matter what happens 

6 You never miss the water till 

the well runs dry 

h People are not grateful for what they have until they lose it 

7 pour cold water on something a to criticize or stop something that some people are enthusiastic 

about 

8 tread water c to be active but without making progress or falling farther behind 

9 be (like) water off a duck's back g criticism to someone that has no effect on them at all 

10 to be in deep water e to be in a difficult situation 
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14. American English 

9th standard 

In the story we find a lot of American slang usage of English. Complete the tabular column with 

standard English. One has been done for you. 
 

Finally hit ‘pon. Finally hit upon 

There ain’t anything mean about me. There isn’t anything mean about me. 

‘Deed I don’t know. Indeed I don’t know 

Yes’m. That is, I believe they do. Yes madam.That is, I believe they do 

‘She’d a roasted bowel out of me.’ She had a roasted bowl out of me. 

‘Oh, go ‘long with you, Tom.’ Oh I agree with you Tom 

 

 

OTHER EXERCISES 

15. Sports  and equipment 

6th standard 

A. Match the sport and the equipment. 

eg. Cricket – Bat     Answer 

1. Football  - Bow and Arrow  - Helmet 

2. Tennis  - Club   - Racquets 

3. Golf  - Net   - Club 

4. Volleyball - Racquets  - Net 

5. Archery  - Helmet   - Bow and Arrow 

 

 

B. Find the names of twelve sports and games from the grid. 

 

A K A B A D D I T 

S I V W O I M C A 

D T E N N I S E B 

F E C H E S S S L 

G F A O R I W K E 

O L R C E U I A T 

L Y R K L T M T E 

F I O E A W M I N 

P N M Y Y D I N N 

P G P J R T N G I 

Y T S U M O G R S 
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C) Find the odd one out. 

     eg. Weight lifting, Boxing, Silambam, Fencing   - Weight lifting 
 

1.  Hide and Seek, Kho-Kho, Tennikoit, Kabaddi  - Tennikoit 

2.  Badminton, Cycling, Tennis, Squash   - Cycling 

3.  Trapeze, Throw Ball ,Bowling, Goalball  - Trapeze 

4.  Snooker, Polo , Five Pins, Carrom Board  - Carrom Board 

5.  Cricket, Base Ball, Hockey, Basket Ball  - Hockey 

 
 

16. Script writing 

9th standard 
Guidelines for script writing 
 Write a brief description of the play in a story map format. (storyline, conflict/ problem, resolution, 

moral, puppet characters, backdrop and setting, properties).  

 Write a rough draft of the puppet play script (sound effects, timings/ pauses, what the characters 

may be doing when not talking , direction for props etc.)  

 Edit and revise your rough draft. Make sure that the story is lucidly conveyed and feels like natural 

conversation to the listeners.  

 When your puppet play is ready, pick puppets of your choice and start practising. 
  

17. Poster making  

9th standard 

Posters are a mixture of notices, advertisements, and invitations. They may be in the form of large 

hoardings to be put up on walls, or the size of handbills and charts to be displayed on notice boards. 

Hence, they have to be captivating, attractive and persua- sive so as to infl uence a large number of 

people. 

 

18. Different types of laughter 

9th standard 

Smirk.   Laugh 

Smile.    Cackle 

Grin.    Guffaw. 

Snicker.   Howl. 

Giggle.   Shriek. 

Chuckle.   Convulse. 

Chortle.   Die laughing.  
 

19. Developing Hints 

9th standard 

Developing hints is developing the phrases into full sentences and then into a meaningful 

coherent paragraph. 
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20. Diary writing 

9th standard 

 Diary writing is one of the most personal and informal categories of writing. 

 A diary writing can be based on an experience, a scene, a description or narration of certain event or 

any other thing or activity that the writer considers worth writing in his/her personal diary. 

 The style and tone is generally informal and personal. However, it depends on the subject. You 

can freely express your viewpoints and feelings. As the diary is writer’s personal document, the 

diary entry doesn’t need any signature. 

 The more frequently you write entries in your diary, the more you will enjoy doing it and the 

more you will learn from them. 

 

POETIC DEVICES 

1. Acrostic poem 

6th standard 

Read the acrostic poem on ‘Friend’. Write an acrostic poem like this on ‘Tree’ 

Friend 

Friends always love each other  

Respect each other  

Interact with each other  

Enjoy playing with each other  

Never hurt your friends 

Do everything together 

Tree 

Tree gives rain 

Reduces human pain 

Enjoy its gain 

Earth will be fine 

 

 

2. Cinquain Poem  

6th standard 

• Brainstorm some interesting nouns, verbs and adjectives connected to travel.  

• Pick out the most descriptive words from your brainstorming and put your cinquain together.  

• Your cinquain should have five lines and the finished poem should have only eleven words.  

A cinquain poem has eleven words arranged like this :  

Line 1: A single word title -a noun.  

Line 2: Two words that describe the title- adjectives.  

Line 3: Three words that describe the action of the title.  

Line 4: Four words that describe a feeling in a phrase.  

Line 5: One word that repeats the title.  

e.g.: Train long snaking hooting, chugging, steaming along the winding tracks Procession 

 

G. Pick out the nouns from the poem. Write as many Cinquain poems as you can. 

River 

huge, fast 

floating, waving, carrring 

a soft useful sand 

Kaveri 
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What is a cinquain poem? Example Steps to write 

 Cinquain is a class of poetic forms.  

 It is a 5 line poem.  

 It describes a person, a place or thing 

 It is defined by specific rules and guidelines.  

 

Mom 

Sweet, kind 

Cooking, blogging, writing 

Mom is very joyful 

Woman 

a one word title 

2 adjectives 

3 ing participles 

a phrase 

a synonym for your title, another noun 

 

3. Appreciating the poem 

6th standard 

 Alliteration: is repetition of the consonant at the beginning of two or more words in a line. 

Example: mother twists my ears. 
 

 A rhyme is a repetition of the same sound in two or more words. Usually they come at the end 

of lines in poems and songs.  

Eg. tower – power; king – sing.  
 

 Irony is a figure of speech in which words are used in such a way that their intended meaning 

is different from the actual meaning. It may also be a situation that ends up in quite a different 

way than what is generally anticipated. 
 

 Refrain, phrase, line, or group of lines repeated at intervals throughout a poem, generally at the 

end of the stanza. 
 

 Narrative poetry is a form of poetry that tells a story, often making the voices of a narrator 

and characters as well;  

 Anthropomorphism means to endow a non-human character with human traits and behaviour. 

For example: Through out the poem, we see the spider’s web described with features as in a 

normal house. We see a pantry, bed, mirror, and stairs and so on. 
 

4. Figures of speech 

9th standard 
 Personification 

Personifi cation is a fi gure of speech in which an inanimate object or abstraction is given 

human qualities or abilities. 

E.g. It's the stick-together family that wins the joys of earth,... 
 

 Imagery 

Imagery means to use fi gurative language to represent objects, actions, and ideas in such a way 

that it appeals to our physical senses. 

  E.g. That hears the sweetest music... 
 

 Metaphor 

  Metaphor is a fi gure of speech that makes an implicit, implied, or hidden comparison between 

two things that are unrelated, but which share some common characteristics 

 E.g. It's the old home roof that shelters.... 

       There you find the gladdest play-ground... 
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FIGURES OF SPEECH 
 

CONSONANCE ASSONANCE ALLITERATION ANAPHORA 

Sound related  Word or Phrase related 

Repetition of consonants 

occurs with the inner 

consonant sounds, or those 

at the ends of words.  

In assonance, the 

repetition occurs with 

the vowels inside the 

words.  

Repetition of consonant 

sounds is used at the 

beginning of two or more 

words in succession.  

Repetition of a word or a 

phrase at the beginning of 

a sequence of sentences, 

paragraphs and lines. 

Example:  

 He struck some 

good luck. 

  

Example:  

A white owl was 

flying high in the 

night. 

 

Example: 

The wicked witch of 

the west 

 

Example:  

“My life is my 

purpose. My life is my 

goal. My life is my 

inspiration.” 

T’is the prettiest little 

parlour that ever you 

did spy; 

Answer: 

       Prettiest, parlour 

‘T is the prettiest 

little parlour that 

ever you did spy; 

Answer: 

‘T is, prettiest, little, 

did 

“Sweet creature!” said 

the Spider, “You’re 

witty and you’re wise,” 

Answer: 

Sweet, Spider 

You’re, you’re  

Witty, wise 

How handsome are 

your gauzy wings, how 

brilliant are your eyes! 

Answer: 

    How, how 

Down in the hill Sat the 

little doggie Nell 

There she dillied and 

she dallied all 

Day, Day, Day 

 

The cat ran after the 

alligator, past the 

pastry 

shop and the alley 

way. 

Peter Piper picked a peck of 

pickled peppers. 

A peck of pickled peppers 

Peter Piper picked. 

If Peter Piper picked a peck 

of pickled peppers, 

Where's the peck of pickled 

peppers Peter Piper picked? 

“that government of 

the people, by the 

people, for the 

people, shall not 

perish from the earth” 
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GRAMMAR  

(BASED ON NEW SYLLABUS) 
 

1. Subject and predicate 

6th standard  
A) Find out the Subjects and Predicates in the following sentences: 

1. A Turtle is huge. 

2. A turtle has flippers to swim. 

3. Turtles live in the sea. 

4. Turtles have a connection with the land. 

5. Turtles are found in coastal water. 

6. Turtles are wonderful creatures. 

7. He broke the glass. 

8. He is going to school. 

9. She has a bag. 

10. Sea turtles come ashore to lay eggs. 

11. Hatchlings cut open the leathery egg shell. 

12. A turtle uses its front flippers to swim. 

13. Many factors threaten the survival of sea turtles. 

14. Time and Tide wait for none. 

15. Tell me who your friends are and I'll tell you who you are. 
 

Answers: 
1. Subject: A Turtle   Predicate: is huge. 

2. Subject: A turtle   Predicate: has flippers to swim. 

3. Subject: Turtles   Predicate: live in the sea. 

4. Subject: Turtles   Predicate: have a connection with the land. 

5. Subject: Turtles   Predicate: are found in coastal water. 

6. Subject: Turtles   Predicate: are wonderful creatures. 

7. Subject: He    Predicate: broke the glass. 

8. Subject: He    Predicate: is going to school. 

9. Subject: She    Predicate: has a bag. 

10. Subject: Sea turtles   Predicate: come ashore to lay eggs. 

11. Subject: Hatchlings   Predicate: cut open the leathery egg shell. 

12. Subject: A turtle   Predicate: uses its front flippers to swim. 

13. Subject: Many factors   Predicate: threaten the survival of sea turtles. 

14. Subject: Time and Tide  Predicate: wait for none. 

      15. Subject: You   Predicate: tell me who your friends are and I'll tell you who you are. 
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2. Kinds of Sentences :  

6th standard 

A) Tick the right option to fill in the blanks. 

1. ………a beautiful flower! 

 a) How  b) Wow c) What d) Hurrah 

2. ……….play football? 

 a) You can b) Can you c) Have you d) You could 

3. ………did you go yesterday? 

 a) Which b) Where c) What d) Who 

4. ……..us go for a walk. 

 a) Shall b) May  c) Let  d) Can 

5. ……..like to play hide and seek. 

 a) He  b) She  c) I  d) Muthu 
 

B) Look at the punctuation of these sentences. Why are they punctuated differently?  

1. One always felt like drawing close to him. – It is a statement. Full stop is marked at the end. 

2. But no one ever comes here!  - It expresses a feeling. An exclamation mark put is in the end. 

3. Who’s is going to see them?   - It is an interrogative sentence. A question mark is put in the end. 

4. Come here.            - It is a command. Full stop is marked at the end. 
 

C) Work in pairs and say the sentences to each other. Do you hear any differences in the way it is spoken?  

1. This is a banyan tree.     - Statement (Assertive) 

2. Is this a banyan tree?   - Interrogative sentence. (Yes / No type) 

3. What a beautiful banyan tree!  - Exclamatory sentence. 

4. Look at this banyan tree. - Imperative sentence (Command). 
 

D) Read these sentences from the story carefully. Do they give commands or requests or 

make statements? Write ‘C’ for command and ‘R’ for request and ‘S’ for statement. 

1. The tendril moved towards grandfather.     - S 

2. I want a roof over my head.     - S 

3. Please do not cut trees.      - R 

4. We spent the whole day planting saplings.   - S 

5. Will you please remove the trees growing on the wall? - R 

6. There was a forest on the island.    - S 

7. Go to the river bed.      - C 

8. The island was a green paradise.    - S 

9. Grow more trees to protect nature.    - C 

10. Grandfather’s dream had come true.    - S 
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E) Read the situation given. Write the response of the subject in a sentence. Tick the correct box 

to identify the kind of sentences.  
 

D- Declarative; In- Interrogative; E- Exclamatory; Im- Imperative 
 

 

 D In E Im 

Example: (Vendor) while weighing the fruits 

     Answer: How many kilos do you want? 
 

 

 
  

1. (Children) while eating ice-cream 

     Answer: We like icecream. 
 

 

 
   

2. (Teacher) while noticing students talking in the classroom 

    Answer: Don’t make noise. 
 

   
 

 

3. (Waiter) while attending a new customer 

    Answer: What do you want sir? 
 

 
 

 
  

4. (Student) while introducing oneself 

    Answer: I am Suresh from Trichy. 
 

 

 
   

5. (Tourist) while visiting the Taj Mahal 

    Answer: What a wonderful building it is! 
 

  
 

 
 

6.  (TTR) while checking the tickets of passengers 

    Answer: Where is your ticket? 
 

 
 

 
  

7.  (Critic) while writing a review of a book 

    Answer: The characters are well described in the Book. 
 

 

 
   

8.  (Receptionist) while attending to a guest in the hotel 

    Answer: Please do pay 30% of rent as advance Mam. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

3. Adjectives :  

6th standard 

ngau;r;nrhw;fis tpsf;fpr;nrhy;tjw;F gad;gLk; nrhw;fNs Adjectives MFk; 

    
1. The word which denotes the quality of a noun is called Adjective of Quality 

Ex: Bangalore is a beautiful city. 

Saravanan is a clever boy. 
 

2. The word which denotes the quantity of a noun is called Adjective of Quantity.  It answers 

the question ‘How much?’ 

Ex: He has enough money for his sister’s marriage. 

 There are no students in the hall. 
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3. The word which is used with noun answers the question ‘How many’  is called Adjective of 

Number. 

Ex: We have two eyes to see.  He is studying in VII standard. 

 A few students were absent.  Many attended the function.  

 Every man has his duties.  Each question is important. 
 

A) Use two or three words from the box to describe each picture. 

red cute cubs icy tall mountain 

boy tiger kangaroo two little hot 

chillies book wooden table cat round 

big black three windows blue snow 

brown smiling ball tail house long 
 

 
Red Hot Chilli 

 
Big brown ball 

 
Black Cat 

 
Wooden Round Table 

 
Long Tail Kangaroo 

 
Little House 

 
Snowy Mountain 

 
Three Chillies 

 
Cute Smiling Boy 

 
Two Tiger Cubs 

 
B) Look at the picture and fill in the blanks with suitable words. 

 

When there are two or more adjectives together, they appear in the following order. 

Quantity  - One  Five  Nine 

Quality or Opinion  - Brave  Great  Amazing 

Size - Small   Tall  big 

Age  - Old  Young  Adult 

Colour  - Purple   Dark  Green 
 

1. There is a big ground in my school. 

(common, sufficient, elevated, fair, yellow, muddy, small) 
 

2. The dark sky looks beautiful at night. 

(starry, starlit, entire, distant, vast, cloudless, wintry, 

luminous, quiet, silent)  
3. The tray has healthy vegetables.  

(fresh, green, raw, few,  organic, useful, favorite, tropical, nutritious,  

colorful)  

4. It is a hot day. 

(sunny, cloudy, terrible) 
 

5. The girl gave her friend a beautiful smile. 

(sweet, big, happy, friendly, bright, warm, pleasant, gentle, soft, 

cheerful, dazzling, lovely, pretty)  
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C) Put the words in correct order and rewrite each sentence. 

1. They have a post-box. (Red, Small, Rectangular) 

  They have a small rectangular red post-box. 

2. I have sticks. (Long, Two, Brown) 

  I have two long brown sticks. 

3. Find me the brushes. (New, Five, Yellow) 

  Find me the new five yellow brushes. 

4. Mahesh is a boy. (Thin, Tall, Clever) 

  Mahesh is a tall thin clever boy. 
5. It is a plate. (Round, Pink, Small) 

  It is a small round pink plate. 
 

D) Refer to a dictionary for the meanings and circle the odd one. 

1. Tiny  - Small, Enormous, Little, Puny. 

2. Ample  - Great, Plentiful, Generous, Restricted. 

3. Kind  - Harsh, Concerned, Charitable, Gentle. 

4. Honest  - Reliable, Trusty, Sincere, Deceitful. 

5. Cheerful  - Bright, Low,  Gay, Contented. 

 
E) Look at the pictures given below. Arrange the jumbled words into a sentence. Write the 

sequence of the sentences according to the pictures in the blanks given. Pick the adjectives 

from the sentences and write them below the picture. 

    
on Sunday,  close colourful, attractive yummy, round,  big pink, long 

 

 

   

broad wonderful happy 
 

1. order/a yummy, round and big cake/her parents  

Answer: Her Parents order a yummy, round and big cake. 

2. her/a wonderful doll/present/Madhu’s friends/with  

Answer: Madhu’s friends present her with a wonderful doll. 

3. which falls on Sunday/for her birthday celebration/ Madhu/her close friends/invites  

Answer: Madhu invites her close friends for her birthday celebration which falls on Sunday. 

4. welcome/she and her parents/with a broad smile/their/ guests  
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Answer: She and her parents welcome their guests with a broad smile. 

5. enjoyed the day/felt/happy and/Madhu and her parents  

Answer: Madhu and her parents felt happy and enjoyed the day 

6.  the house with colourful balloons/ her parents/to decorate/and attractive cartoon 

  Answer: Her parents to decorate the house with colourful balloons and attractive cartoon 

7. pink/Madhu/frock/wears/on her/birthday/a long. 

Answer: Madhu wears a long pink frock on her birthday 
 

Sentence Correct Order: 

1. Madhu invites her close friends for her birthday celebration which falls on Sunday. 

2. Her parents to decorate the house with colourful balloons and attractive cartoon 

3. Her Parents order a yummy, round and big cake. 

4. Madhu wears a long pink frock on her birthday 

5. She and her parents welcome their guests with a broad smile. 

6. Madhu’s friends present her with a wonderful doll. 

7. She and her parents welcome their guests with a broad smile. 
 

F) Frame as many sentences as possible from the substitution table given below. 
 

I 

We 

You 

They 

hate 

prefer 

like 

love 

enjoy 

wish 

dislike 

playing 

watching 

coaching 

football 

volleyball 

hockey 

kabaddi 

cricket 

tennis 

basketball 

kho-kho 

badminton 

and 

or 

carrom  

chess  

table-tennis 

squash 

fencing 

everyday 

usually  

rarely  

often 

occasionally 

generally 

sometimes 

daily 
Samritha 

Kavish 

prefers 

enjoys 

hates 

likes 
 

Example: I enjoy playing badminton and carrom daily. 
 

Answer: 

1.  I hate playing football and squash sometimes. 

2.  We like watching cricket or fencing generally. 

3.  I love playing tennis or table-tennis daily. 

4.  I enjoy coaching kho-kho or table-tennis occasionally. 

5.  Samritha likes playing volleyball and chess generally. 

6.  Kavish enjoys watching basketball or carrom daily. 

7.  Samritha usually hates watching hockey and fencing. 

8.  I sometimes enjoy playing kabaddi and squash. 

9.  They often wish coaching cricket or table-tennis. 

            10.  We usually dislike watching tennis and table tennis. 
 

G) Read the sentence, insert appropriate articles in the blanks and circle the noun phrases. 
 

1. Sujatha is reading an   interesting story   in the library.  

2. Vishal drew  a  wonderful picture  on the board yesterday.  

3. Srinath and Sandhya were bored at the  awful concert.  

4. Purvaja ate a salad of  raw vegetables  for dinner.  
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5. Suresh was astonished to see the   huge statue.  

6. The child was playing with a   yellow balloon.  
 

 

H) Complete the dialogue by using suitable adjectives in the blanks. 

Sinduja  :  Hi! Venkat. Hope you received the message about our school’s sports day.  

Venkat  :  Hmmm…! Yes… I was the last one to enroll my name in the events.  

Sinduja  :  So, tell me for how many events have you enrolled? 

 Venkat  :  I have enrolled myself only in a few events.  

Sinduja  :  What are they?  

Venkat  :  As I am tall, I have given my name for high jump and running events.  

Sinduja  :  That’s nice to hear.  

Venkat  :  What about you, Sinduja?  

Sinduja  :  I have decided to participate in all the events.  

Venkat  :  Hey!! That’s good. Expecting the best from you.  

Sinduja  : Thank you so much Venkat. Wish you the same. Let’s rock. 
 

 

4. Articles 

6th standard 

IV. Read the sentence, insert appropriate articles in the blanks and circle the noun phrases. 

1. Sujatha is reading an   interesting story  in the library.  

2. Vishal drew  a  wonderful picture on the board yesterday.  

3. Srinath and Sandhya were bored at the  awful concert.  

4. Purvaja ate a salad of  raw vegetables  for dinner.  

5. Suresh was astonished to see the   huge statue.  

6. The child was playing with a   yellow balloon. 

 

5. Tense 
 

6th standard 

1. SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE 

 Facts that exist at all times  (e.g) Magnet attracts iron. 

 Permanent situation  (e.g) I live in Chennai. 

 Expressing actions happening now  (e.g) He opens the door and enters the room. 

 Habitual actions  (e.g) Ravi goes to school at 8:30 a.m. 

 Future reference  (e.g) Kanyakumari Express departs at 5:15 p.m.  

 

Exercises 
1. Magnet________ iron. (attract) 

2. He _____ the door and enters the room. (open) 

3. Kanyakumari Express ______ at 5.15p.m (depart) 

Ans: attracts, opens, departs 
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2. PRESENT PROGRESSIVE TENSE (Present Continuous Tense) 

 Unfinished Actions Now  (e.g) My grandfather is reading the newspaper now. 

 Annoying Habits  (e.g) You are always disturbing me. 

 Definite Future Plans with time word (e.g) The Prime Minister is visiting Chennai tomorrow. 
 

Exercises 

1. You _____ always disturbing me. (is) 

2. My grandfather ______ reading the newspaper now.(is) 

Ans: are, is 
 

A) Read the sentences given below. Does the action happen every day or is it happening at this 

moment. 

1. Deepa waters the plants every morning. Every day 

2. A triangle has three sides. Every day 

3. Sandhya is writing a letter. At this moment 

4. The children are playing in the garden. At this moment 

5. I go to school regularly. Every day 
 

B) Read the sentences given below and circle the verbs appropriately. 

 1.  Children like / likes ice-creams. 

 2.  Birds is flying / are flying in the sky. 

 3.  The doctor is treating /  are treating the patient. 

 4.  Our school is commencing / commences at 9.00 in the morning. 

 5.  The florist sell / sells flowers on the street. 
 

C) Vimala and Srinath have met after a long time. Read the conversation given below and 

complete the dialogue. Role play the situation with your own words. 
Vimala : Hello Srinath, I haven’t seen you for a long time. Where are you rushing off? 

Srinath : I am going to hospital. 

Vimala : Why are you going to hospital? Are you ill? 

Srinath : No, I am going to see my friend. 

Vimala : Oh! What happened to him? 

Srinath : He was suffering from Dengue fever. 

Vimala : Are you free tomorrow? 

Srinath : Yes, I am free. 

Vimala : You are in a hurry, meet you tomorrow. Take care. 

      Srinath : Ok! Bye. 
 

3. SIMPLE PAST TENSE 

 Completed action  (e.g) Merlin went to Ooty last week.  Shakespeare wrote ‘The Tempest’. 

 Actions in stories  (e.g)  She boarded the train and looked for her friends. 
 

Exercises  
1. Merlin ____ to ooty last week. (go) 

2. Once there ______ a farmer. He had four sons. (live) Ans: went, live 
 

4. PAST PROGRESSIVE TENSE  (Past Continuous Tense) 

 Overlapping action  (e.g) When I entered the room, the telephone was ringing.  

 Past habits  (e.g) Arun was eating a lot of junk food those days.  

 Emphasis of length or duration  (e.g) Malathi was watering the plants all day.  

 Recalling the past  (e.g) It was raining that day. I remember it well. 
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Exercises  
1. When I ______ the room, the telephone was ringing. (enter) 

2. Malathi ______ watering the plants all day.(is) 

Ans: entered, was 
 

D)  Sinduja is getting ready to sleep. She starts writing her diary. Help her complete it by using 

the verbs given in brackets.   (start   eat    have    finish   go   reach) 

1. I got up at 7’O clock.  

2. I ate breakfast.  

3. I went to office by car.  

4. I stated to work.  

5. I had lunch at 1.30 p.m 

6. I finished my task at 7 p.m.  

7. I reached home at 8 p.m. 
 

E) Read the sentences carefully and fill in the blanks with suitable tense form of the verbs given 

in brackets.  

1. The doorbell rang, while I was doing (do) my homework.  

2. We saw an elephant, while we were going (go) on a trip to Ooty.  

3. Mary fell asleep while she was reading (read) a book.  

4. The television was on but nobody was watching (watch) it.  

       5. Baskaran hurt his hand while he was cutting (cut) mangoes. 

 

9th standard 

Example ExerciseS: 

PRESENT TENSE 

Tense Usage Example 

SIMPLE PRESENT 

(verb+s/es) 

 

Habits 

 

1. I always______( drink) coffee at work. 

2. He _____(wake) up at 7 a.m. every day. 

3. They usually ____ (eat) dinner at home. 

Ans: 1. drink  2. wakes   3. eat 

General facts/truths 

4. The Earth ______ (revolve) around the Sun. 

5. The Sun _____ (rise) in the East. 

6. Water ______ (boil) at 100oC. 

Ans: 4. revolves  5. rises   6. boils 

True in Present 

7. He ______(work) in a studio. 

8. She _____(be) sixty years old. 

9. We ______(live) in Chennai. 

Ans: 7. works    8. is   9. live  

Future 

timetables/schedules 

10. My train _____(arrive) tomorrow. 

11. We _____(fly) to Paris on Monday. 

12. Classes _____(begin) next week. 

Ans: 10. arrives 11. fly   12. begin 

PRESENT 

CONTINUOUS 

(am/is/are+verb+ing) 

Happening now 

1. It _____(rain). 

2. I____ (eat) lunch now 

Ans: 1. is raining  2. am eating 

Fixed plans 
3. I ______(meet) my friends after work 

Ans: 3. am meeting 

Temporary actions 
4. I _____(work) in New York this week. 

Ans:  4. am working 
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Trends 

More and more people _____(use)cell phones to 

access the Internet. 

Ans:  5. are using 

Longer actions in 

progress now 

6. She ______(study) to become a doctor. 

7. He ____(train) for a marathon. 

Ans:  6. is studying 7. is training 

PRESENT 

PERFECT 

(has/have+past 

participle) 

Action completed in 

the immediate past 

1. We _____ (plan) the meeting for next week. 

2. I ______(join) the duty. 

3. She _____(complete) the home work. 

Ans:  1. have planed   2. have joined    3. has 

completed 

Event in the past at 

an unspecified time 

4. She ____(be) to Paris. 

5. I _____(see) that movie. 

Ans:  4. has been   5. have seen 

Duration from the 

past until now 

6. He _____(be) a teacher since 2002. 

Ans:  6. has been 

Change over time 

7. Your English _____(improve) since the last time we 

met. 

8. My niece ______(grow) a lot in the past year. 

Ans:  7. has improved    8. has grown 

Repeated events in 

the past until now 

9. We ______(have) four exams so far in this 

semester. 

10. I_____(be) to this restaurant many times since I 

moved next door. 

Ans:  9. have had  10. have been 

PRESENT 

PERFECT 

CONTINUOUS 

(has/have+been+verb

+ing) 

Duration from the 

past until now 

1. He _______(teach) for ten years. 

Ans: 1. has been teaching 

Actions going on for 

a period of time 

2. It _______(rain). The sidewalk is wet. 

Ans: 2. has been raining 

Actions happening 

recently (lately) 

3. She ______(exercise) a lot recently. 

Ans: 3. has been exercising 

Temporary actions 
4. I _______(practice) for five years. 

Ans: 4. have been practice 
 

PAST TENSE 

Tense Usage Example 

SIMPLE PAST 

(past form of the 

tense) 

Series of completed 

actions 

1. He ____(sit) down, _____(take) out a 

notebook and pen, and _____(start) writing. 

2. He _____(enter) the room, _____(turn) in my 

direction, and _____(smile) at me. 

Ans: 1. sat, took, started   2. entered, turned, 

smiled 

Habits in the past 

3. John _____(play) the piano when he 

____(be) a child. 

4. I _____(be) good at dancing when I ____(be) 

a teenager. 

Ans: 3. played, was    4. was, was 

Completed action 

in the past 

5. Sarah _____(bake) a cake yesterday.   

6. I _____(go) to bed at 10 last night. 

7. We ______(order) pizza on Friday. 

Ans: 5. baked 6. went  7. ordered 
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Duration in the past 

8. He ______(stay) up all night. 

9. We _______(live) in Chicago for a year. 

10. We ______(play) baseball all day. 

Ans: 8. stayed  9. lived  10. played 

PAST 

CONTINUOUS 

(was/were+verb+ing) 

Action before & 

after a specific time 

1. Yesterday at noon, I ______(eat) lunch. 

Ans: 1. was eating 

Interrupted 

continuous past 

action 

2. I _______(watch) a movie when she called 

Ans: 2. was watching 

To start a story / 

create an 

atmosphere 

3. While I ______(drive) to work yesterday... 

Ans: 3. was driving 

Repeated action 

(often with 

"always") 

4. My last roommate ____ always _____(leave) 

dirty dishes in the sink. 

Ans: 4. was, leaving 

Parallel actions 

5. I ______(read) while my brother 

______(play) guitar. 

Ans: 5. was reading, was playing 

PAST PERFECT 

(had+past participle) 

A completed action 

fall different past 

action. 

1. When we arrived, the class ____ already 

____(begin) 

Ans: 1. had, begun 

In the Third 

Conditional of "if" 

2. If it ______(rain), I would _____(buy) an 

umbrella. 

Ans: 2. had rained, have bought 

Reported speech 

3. My student said that he ___(not done) his 

homework. 

Ans: 18. had not done 

A period of time 

before an event in 

the past 

4. We _______(own) our house for twenty 

years before we sold it. 

Ans: 4. had owned 

PAST PERFECT 

CONTINUOUS 

(had+been+verb+ing) 

Continued action in 

the past, before an 

action in the past 

1. He _______(wait) for an hour when she 

finally arrived. 

Ans: 1. had been waiting 

Cause of something 

in the past 

2. He went on a diet because he _____ (eat) too 

much. 

Ans: 2. had been eating 

"If"- impossible 

condition 

3. If I ______(pay) attention, I wouldn't have 

got into an accident. 

Ans: 3. had been paying 

Reported speech 
4. She said that John _____(help) her study for 

months. 

 Ans: 4. had been helping 
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FUTURE TENSE 

Tense Usage Example 

SIMPLE FUTURE 

(shall/will + verb) 

Willingness: (will + 

verb) 

1. Someone is at the door. I_____(see) who it is. 

2. I ______(help) you with your homework 

tonight. 

3. She ______(not tell) me her password. 

Ans:  1.will see  2. will help  3. won’t tell 

Future Fact: (will + 

verb) 

4. My Mother _____(get) a Foot Ball today 

Ans:  4. will get 

Plan or Intention 

(be going to + verb) 

5. I'm going to ____(watch) a movie tonight. 

6. He's going to _____(have) a party this 

weekend. 

Ans:  5. watch  6. have 

Prediction 
7. It is cloudy. It's going to ____(rain)  

8. You____(go) abroad someday. 

Ans:  7. rain  8. will go 

FUTURE 

CONTINUOUS 

(shall/will +be + 

verb+ing) 

Action in progress 

at a time in the 

future 

1. She ______(take) an exam at 2 p.m. 

tomorrow, so don't call her then. 

Ans:  1. will be taking 

Emphasis of future 

plans and intentions 

2. They______(come) to visit us next week. 

Ans:  2. will be coming 

Interrupted action 

in the future 

3. I ______(wait) for you when you arrive 

tonight. 

Ans:  3. will be waiting 

Parallel actions in 

the future 

4. She _______(watch) TV, and he _____(cook) 

dinner. 

5. While he cooks dinner, she ______(watch) TV. 

Ans:  4. will be watching, will be cooking      

5. will be watching  

Atmosphere in the 

future 

6. When I enter the class, the teacher __(teach), 

some students _____(take) notes, and my best 

friend ______(try) to stay awake. 

Ans:  6. will be teaching, will be taking, will 

be trying 

FUTURE 

PERFECT 

(shall/will+ have + 

past participle) 

A completed action 

before something in 

the future 

1. By the time you arrive, I ______(finish) the 

project. 

2. By next summer, she ______(graduate) from 

college. 

Ans:  1. will have finished  2. will have 

graduated 

Duration before 

something in the 

future 

3. By Friday, she _____(have) my car for a 

whole week! 

4. She _____(be) in Paris for six months by the 

time she leaves. 

Ans:  3. will have had   4. will have been 

Question form 
5. Do you think you _____(finish) the project 

before I arrive? 
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6. Will she ______(graduate) from college by 

then? 

7. What ___ you _____(do) by the end of your 

time here? 

Ans:  5. will have finished  6. have graduated  

7. will have done 

Negative 

statements 

8. By this time tomorrow, she _____(not have) 

enough time to finish the essay. 

9. By 2020, I _______(not complete) my PhD. 

Ans:  8. won't have had  9. won't have 

completed 

FUTURE 

PERFECT 

CONTINUOUS 

(shall/will+have been 

+ verb+ing) 

Cause of something 

in the future 

1. Her English will be excellent by the time she 

visits the U.S. because she _____(study) it 

for five years. 

2. He will be tired by the time he arrives 

because he _______(travel) all day. 

Ans:  1. will have been studying   2. will have 

been travelling 

Duration before 

something in the 

future 

3. He ______(wait) for an hour when she 

finally arrives. 

4. She _______(work) at the company for ten 

years by the time I retire. 

Ans:  3. will have been waiting     4. will have 

been working 

 

Simple Present Tense 
A. Choose the correct form of the present tense verb from the options given. 

1.  All children __________ something new every day. (learn / learns / learned) 

2.  A good student always ________hard. (work / works / worked) 

3.  Engineers ___________ bridges. (build / builds / built) 

4.  My sister is an architect. She__________ sky scrapers. (design /designs / designed) 

5.  The Himalayas ______________India from the cold winds. (protect /protects / protected) 

6.  It always ________ here in the afternoon. (drizzle / drizzles / drizzled) 

7.  My mother _____________ in a factory. (work / works / worked) 

8.  Chella ________ English very well, but she doesn’t understand Hindi.(speak / speaks / spoke) 

9.  Cows __________ us milk. (give /gives / gave) 

10. The trains to Chennai always_________ on time. (run / runs / ran) 

 

Present Continuous Tense 
B. Make sentences in the present continuous tense using the verb given in brackets. 

1. Who is that boy standing on the table? (stand) 

2. What are you doing ? (do) I am listening (listen) to music. 

3. My brother is working (work) in London now. 

4. I am waiting (wait) for my mother. 

5. It is better not to disturb her, she is working (work). 
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C. What are they doing? Use the verbs below and write sentences. 

Eat  cry  play  read  sing  watch 

 

Ex. Tom is eating. 

 

3. Sudhun is playing (guitar). 

 

1. Peter is watching. 

 

4. Kalai is crying. 

 

2. Anu is singing. 
 

5. Velu is reading. 

 

D. Look at the picture again and answer the questions. 

1. Is Tom reading? No, he is eating. 

2. Is Velu eating? No, he is reading. 

3. Is Kalai dancing? No, she is crying. 

4. Is Peter watching TV? No, he is watching the sky. 

5. Is Anu crying?  No, she is singing. 
 

E. Write the –ing form of the verbs. 

1. Come  - Coming 4. Swim - Swimming 

2. Take   -  Taking 5. Study - Studying 

3. Fly      - Flying 6. Read  - Reading 
   

F. Write negative sentences. 

1. He is learning to read.  

  He is not learning to read. 

2. I am having a bath. 

  I am not having a bath. 

3. I’m reading a fantastic book. 

  I’m not reading a fantastic book. 

4. Raja is driving a new car. 

  Raja is not driving a new car. 

5. I’m looking for my bag. 

  I’m not looking for my bag. 
 

G. Write questions for the answers. 

1. Are they singing?  

 No, they aren’t singing. 

2. Is she writing a new book?  

 Yes, She is writing a new book. 

3. Is it working ?  

 Yes, It is working. 

4. Is he doing the project?  

 No, he isn't doing the project. 

5. Are you planning to go?  

 Yes, We are planning to go. 
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H.  Fill in the blanks with verbs in the present continuous. 

1. You  are listening (listen) to the  music. 

2. He is crying  (cry). 

3. I  am swimming (swim) in the pool. 

4. Latha is waiting (wait) for her daughter. 

5. ____________________ Is she watching (watch) TV? 

6. Who is he helping (help)? 

7. ________________ Her father is not cooking (not/cook) dinner. 

8. Akila is not singing (not/sing) a song. 

9. ____________ My brother is not doing (not/do) his homework. 

10. Is  your mother working (work) today? 

11. Amutha and Praba are playing (play) tennis. 

12. Amith and Ravi are not swimming (not/swim) in the lake. 

 

I.  Make sentences in the present perfect tense using the verbs in brackets. 

1. She______to anybody. (never  apologized, has never apologized,  have never apologized) 

2. My  mother _______ to London. (has been, being in, have been ) 

3. I ________________ all the plays of Shakespeare. (read, had read, have read) 

4. Have you _________ your lunch? (finish, finished, had finished) 

5. _____________ he brought his bike? (Had, Has, Have) 

 

J. Present perfect with “ever and never” 
Have you ever…?    Question : Have you ever eaten a kiwi fruit?  

                                 Answer   : Yes, I have eaten a kiwi fruit. (or) No, I have never eaten a kiwi fruit. 
 

 

Activity Yes, I have (name) No, I have never. (name) 

Have you ever been to Ooty been to Ooty been to Ooty 

Have you ever travelled by plane travelled by plane travelled by plane 

Have you ever visited a museum visited a museum visited a museum 

Have you ever tried swimming in sea tried swimming in sea tried swimming in sea 

Have you ever gone hiking gone hiking gone hiking 

Have you ever sung karaoke sung karaoke sung karaoke 

Have you ever lost money lost money lost money 

Have you ever taken a cold shower in winter taken a cold shower in winter taken a cold shower in winter 

Have you ever listened to French music listened to French music listened to French music 

Have you ever eaten a peach eaten a peach eaten a peach 
 

Present Perfect Continuous Tense 
Make sentences in the present perfect continuous tense using the verbs in brackets. 

1. How long __________ ? (are you waiting, have you been waiting, have you waited) 

2. She ___________ in  the  garden since morning. (is working, has been working, work) 

3. I _______________ this mobile for three years. (am using, has used, have been using) 

4. The children _______ in the park. (has been playing, have been playing, had been playing) 

5. The workers ____higher wages for a long time. (has been demanding, have been demanding, demand) 
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Past Tense 
L. Complete the story using the past tense of the verbs. 

The Hare and the Tortoise 

 One  day  a Hare and a Tortoise  decided to have a race. The Tortoise knew (know) that the hare 

could (can) run faster than  him. But the Tortoise was (be) more intelligent  than  the hare. 'Yes, I'll 

race you,' said  (say) the tortoise . The tortoise had  (have) a clever plan. He found (find) his 

brothers and sisters and he told (tell) them to wait in different places along the path of the race. So 

they all hid (hide)  behind the trees along the path. The race began (begin)! The  tortoise ran (run) 

as fast as  possible. But the  hare was (be) faster, of course. 'This will be a very easy race',  thought  

(think)  the hare. So the hare decided (decide) to rest, and he quickly fell (fall) asleep at the side of 

the road. Suddenly, the hare woke (wakeup) and he saw (see) a  tortoise ahead of him! 'How did he 

get ahead of me?' the  hare asked himself. In fact, it was (be) not his friend the  tortoise: it was (be) 

the   tortoise 's sister. But to a  hare , all tortoises look the same. The hare ran (run) past the tortoise 

easily. Soon, he could not (cannot) see the tortoise, so he sat (sit) down to rest. Then the hare got 

up (get up) and continued the race. But as the hare turned (turn) around the last corner before the 

finish line, his friend the tortoise crossed the line and  won (win) the race! 
 

M. Finish each clue  by  changing the verb within brackets to an irregular past-tense verb. 
 

 

Across 

1. The lake (freeze) froze overnight. 

3. Hema (buy) brought a new bicycle. 

4. Aravind (give) gave me a slice of pizza. 

5. We (drink) drank milk. 

6. The dog (sleep) slept on the sofa. 

7. He (write) wrote a letter to his cousin in America. 

Down 

1. I (find) found a coin on the ground. 

2. Tony (teach)  taught  his cat to use the litter 

box. 

3. Selvi (blow) blew out the candle. 

 
 

Past Continuous Tense 

N. Make sentences in the past continuous tense using the verb in brackets. 

1. The children  were waiting (wait) for the bus. 

2. The girls were learning (learn) their lessons. 

3. I was playing (play) in the rain all evening. 

4. Vijay was repairing (repair) his car. 

5. Hari was working (work) hard to pass the entrance examination. 
 

Past Perfect Tense 

O. Complete the sentences using the past perfect tense. 

1. Kalai didn’t complete his homework because his ebook had run out of batteries. 

2. By the time Sundar got up his mother had prepared food for breakfast. 

3. When we reached the park, the water show had already started. 

4. Saralah didn’t want to see her because she had suffered a lot. 

5. Manohar was laughing because he had read a joke. 
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Past Perfect Continuous Tense 

P. Circle the correct verb form in each of the following sentences. 

1. Ezhil baked / had been baking a cake when they came. 

2. Veeran cleaned / had been cleaning the room since morning. 

3. We worked / had been working in the city for ten years before we moved to the village. 

4. The cat had been waiting/was waiting for the mice to come out of its hole. 

5. Kannan had been looking/ have been looking for a job for a long time. 
 

Simple Future Tense 

Q. Complete the sentences using the correct form of the verbs in brackets. 

1. We hope you will have  (have) a great time in Ooty. 

2. I think Manju will visit (visit) her grandparents during the vacation. 

3. Be careful, that mirror will fall (fall) on the floor. 

4. As soon as my father arrives, we will go (go) to watch the film. 

5. When your train arrives, I will wait (wait) for you at the station. 
 

Future Continuous Tense 

R. Make sentences in the future continuous tense using the verb in brackets. 

1. Ashwin will be completing (complete) M.B.A. in another two years. 

2. I will be going (go) to Thanjavur by this time tomorrow. 

3. Prabha will be receiving (receive) the best student award in six months’ time. 

4. The plane will be leaving (leave) at 3 o’clock. 

5. He will be attending (attend) the conference. 

 

S. What is Amala going to do? Given below is Amala’s schedule for next week. Read it and 

answer the questions using the future continuous tense. 

Amala’s Schedule 
 

 

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Morning 
Doctor’s 

appointment 

Meet 

friends 

Return 

library books 

Attend 

NCC camp 
Go to park 

Clean 

house 

Visit 

grandmother 

Afternoon 

Buy  

groceries for 

the week 

Go to 

computer 

class 

Go to 

nursery 

garden 

Learn 

music 

Do 

gardening 

Prepare 

sweets 

Go to the 

zoo with 

nephew 

Evening Watch TV 
Do 

gardening 

Dinner with 

friends 
Do ironing 

Play with 

friends 

Movie with 

parents 

Relax at 

home 
 

1. What will Amala do on Sunday morning? Amala will be visiting her grand mother on Sunday morning. 

2. What is Amala planning to do on Saturday afternoon? Amala will be preparing sweets on 

Saturday afternoon. 

3. Where is Amala going on Wednesday morning? Amala will be going to nursery on Wednesday morning. 

4. Who is Amala meeting on Tuesday morning? Amala will be meeting her friends on Tuesday morning. 

5. What will she buy on Monday afternoon? She will be buying groceries for the week on Monday afternoon. 
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Future Perfect Tense 

T. Match words from the different columns to make reasonable predictions. Then write them 

down in the space below. One has been done as an example. 

 
Write the sentences. 

1. In 50 years the ice caps will have melted. 

2.  In 10 years scientists will have launched a space centre in moon. 

3.  In 100 years India will have become the world’s richest country. 

4.  In 50 years women will have obtained equal rights with men. 

5.  In 100 years the world’s population will have reached 10 billion. 

6. In 1000 years India and China will have become one country. 

7.  In 50 years UK will have discovered a complete cure for cancer. 
 

 

6.  Conjunctions 
                                           

6th standard 

A conjunction is a word that joins two words or sentences. 
 
 

PICTO GRAMMAR 
 

 

 
He ran fast but he missed the train.  

It rained heavily but the match continued. 

 

 
Rani went to the market and bought vegetables.  

He is sick so he is in hospital. 
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A) Fill in the blanks with suitable linking words or conjunctions. 
 

1. Our team played well ______ won the game. (but, because, and)  

2. She slipped badly ______ she did not hurt herself. (but, and, or)  

3. The box was heavy ______ he could not lift it. (so, because, and)  

4. Rani was late to school ______ she missed the bus. (because, so, and)  

5. You can use a pen ______ a pencil for writing. (but, and, or) 
 

B) Join the sentence of Column A  with B using the words given in the box. 
 

and    but     or      because 
 

 

A B  Answer 

The clouds moved away he helped Velu in time.  The clouds moved away and the sun came out. 

Velu thanked his friend the sun came out.  Velu thanked his friend because he helped Velu in time. 

It rained heavily you will get choked  It rained heavily but the match continued. 

Eat slowly the match continued.  Eat slowly or you will get choked. 
 

 

 

7. Adverbs 

6th standard 
 

 

 
Joy lives downstairs. 

 
She often visits her grandparents. 

 

 
She dances happily. 

 
She recently ate falooda. 
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A) Look at the picture and fill in the banks with suitable words. 
 

1. The car was moving too fast. 
 

2. The lift is moving down. 

 

3. Joanna did her classwork quickly. 

 

4. Keerthi Vasan arrived late. 

 

5. Paul often plays cricket with his friends. 

 

6. Suguna always helps her mother at home 

 
 
 

B) Read the sentences and put the adverbs in the correct boxes. Give two more examples of your 

own in each box. 

1. Anand has decided to submit his project tomorrow.   – Adverb of Time 

2. The cat ran behind.       – Adverb of place 

3. Paraman sang in the choir happily.     – Adverb of manner 

4. We never come late to the office.     – Adverb of Time 

5. The stray elephant was set free in the forest yesterday.  – Adverb of Time 

6. Arun and Vimala usually complete their homework on time.  – Adverb of Time 

7. Raghav looked at his sister affectionately.    – Adverb of manner 

8. I prefer to leave early.       – Adverb of Time 
 

Manner 

Adverbs used in the above sentences 

3. happily  

7. affectionately  

Additional Example sentence 

1. She sang sweetly. 

2. The oldman is walking slowly. 

Adverbs 

Time 

Adverbs used in the above sentences 

1. tomorrow 

5. yesterday 

8. early 

Additional Example sentence 

1. My father will come  soon. 

2. The newspaper arrives daily 

Frequency 

Adverbs used in the above sentences 

4. never 

6. usually 

Additional Example sentence 

1. I often go to the cinema. 

2. She always helps her friends. 

Place 

Adverbs used in the above sentences 

2. behind 

Additional Example sentence 

1. The ball is under the table. 

2. I kept the book there. 
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C) Put the words in the correct order to make sentences. Use a different colour to write the 

adverbs. 

1.  Was/somebody/there/nearby/standing.  

There was somebody standing nearby. 

2.  Came/Anand/to/school/early.  

Anand came to school early. 

3.  Softly/Murali/speaks.  

Murali speaks softly. 

4.  Beautifully/the house/have/they/decorated.  

They have decorated the house beautifully. 

5. English/classes/during/always/we/English/speak.  

During English classes, we always speak English. 
 

D) Pick the words from the box and put them in the appropriate column 

kindly, soft, sweet, everywhere, bright, constanly, few, then, huge, loudly 

Adverb Adjective 

kindly 

everybody 

constantly 

loudly 

then 

soft 

sweet 

bright 

few 

huge 
 

8. Prepositions 

6th standard 

A preposition is a word that is placed before a noun or a pronoun to show its relationship to other words in a 
sentence.  

 

I. Prepositions of Time 

These prepositions are used to indicate when a particular event happened. These include: in, on, at, since, 

for, during etc  

e.g. :    1. I was studying in the morning. 

            2. She was born on the 5th of July. 

       3. I will reach there at 6 o’clock. 

II. Prepositions of Place 

These prepositions are used to indicate the location and come before a noun or pronoun These include: 

in, on, between, behind, under, over, near, etc  

e.g. :    1. The cat is on the wall. 

            2. Jenny lives near her workplace. 

      3.  Raj is in his room. 

III. Prepositions of Movement 

These prepositions are used to describe movement. These include: to, into, towards, through etc. 

e.g. :    1. I went to the book store. 

            2. The swimmer jumped into the pool. 

     3.  The dog was coming towards him. 

IV. ‘Since’ and ‘For’ 

‘Since’ refers to a particular point of time.  

e.g. :    1. I have been studying since 5 a.m., and I am at it even now.  

            2. The construction of this building has been going on since January. 
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‘For’ refers to the duration of the time.  

e.g. :    1. Maya has worked in this institution as an accountant for 23 years.  

       2. Many ideas were discussed for three weeks before the annual day theme was finalised. 

V. ‘During’ and ‘In’ 

Both ‘during’ and ‘in’ are used to describe actions that happen in a particular period of time.  

e.g. :    1. We will be visiting my grandparents during the summer vacation.  (or)  

            2. We will be visiting my grandparents in the summer vacation. 

VI. ‘Between’ and ‘Among’ 

’ ‘Between’ is used when naming definite, individual items.  

e.g. :    1. The discussion on a sports meet between our school and schools are going on for two days.  

       2. The final match will be held between India and Australia.  

‘Among’ is used when the items are part of a group, and are not specifi cally named.  

e.g. :    1. The sailors divided the money among themselves; and the ship sailed on.  

       2. We’d discussed this point among ourselves many times over the past months. 
 

A) Find any five words related to sea from the text (Sections I & II).  

Write them below.  Then use the words to frame sentences of your own. 

Eg : beach - We like to play in the sandy beach. 

1. marine   - My brother is a marine engineer. 

2. ocean - Sea turtles live in oceans. 

3. coast       - Coconut trees are found  in the sea coast. 

4. reptiles  - Most of the reptiles are land animals. 

5. water - Tortoise lives in water. 
 

B) Fill in the blanks with words that convey the correct meaning of the sentences.  

1. Tiny hatchlings fall ____________(pray / prey) to many predators. 

2. Sea turtles live their ___________(hole / whole) life in the sea. 

3. The turtles come ashore only during the __________ (night / knight). 

4. The predators follow the ___________ (sent / scent) of the turtles to eat their eggs. 

5. The female turtles lay eggs and go back to the ___________ (see / sea). 
 

C) Use the clues and fill in the crossword puzzle.  

1. This word rhymes with seen. - Scene 

2. This animal has two horns and a spotted coat. - Deer 

3. This is a huge sea animal. - Whale 

4. Sounds like hair. - Hare 

5. Shines brightly - Sun 

6. Rhymes with load. – Road 
  

D)  Choose the most appropriate preposition from the brackets.  
1. We have been living in Chennai _________ eight years. (for/ since) 

2. Abdul has taken______ his father. (after/ at) 

3. Vimal generally goes to his workplace______ bus. (by/on) 

4. The cricket ball was hidden ______ the leaves. (among/ between) 

5. Mani divided his toys______his brothers and sisters. (among/ between) 

E)  Identify the prepositions in the given sentences and underline them.  
1. Riya borrowed a dress from me and lent it to her friend, Mary.  

2. When I moved back to the city, things had changed considerably.  

3. The burglar found the keys under the pot in the balcony.  

4. Prabhu was hiding behind the door when his sister came looking for him.  

5. My dog sat on my hat and squashed it.  
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F. Complete the passage by filling in appropriate prepositions from the list(with, out, to, in, 

from, during, of, for, by). Some prepositions may be used more than once.  
In Tamil Nadu, a very interesting form of recitation named Villupattu developed (a) in the 15th 

century. Villupattu means bow—song because a bow—shaped musical instrument (b) with strong high 

tension string is used (c) for placing it (d) in  an earthen pitcher. It is believed that this narrative form 

was an invention (e) of  Arasa Pulavar. The troupe gives its performance mostly   (f) during temple 

festivals. There are seven to eight persons in a troupe who form a kind (g) of chorus that supports the 

main singer-narrator. When the chief narrator sings, the chorus takes (h) with the refrain (i) of the song 

and repeats it in unison. The whole party sits (j) in the ground and performs (k) on a lot (l) of 

gesticulation and facial expression to suit the narrative they have taken. The ballad style songs are 

composed (m) of  the rural dialect which appeals (n) to the audience who sometimes join the troupe 

(o) with suitable notes or words. 
 

9. Prepositional Phrase 

9th standard 
Examples: 
i. The kids laughed at the hilarious antics of the clown. 

ii. Fathima planned to stay at a hotel, when she visited Mumbai. 

iii. I have pressing matters to attend to in Kolkata. 

iv. I believe in the healing power of a mother’s touch. 

v. She was so happy in life that she could not ask for more. 

vi. The Sharma couple care for their pets as they do for their children. 

vii. I agree with everything you’ve said. 
 

 

 

   A) Frame sentences using the prepositional phrases given in the box. 
 

1. benefit from  – He gets benefit from his ancestors property. 

2. care for - He doesn’t care for criticism.  

3. agree with - I agree with you. 

4. stand in - They stand in queue to purchase a model mobile. 

5. ask for  - We ask for financial support. 

6. laugh at - They laugh at him. 

7. stay at  - We stay at a hotel. 

8. joke about - They joke about school days. 

9. believe in - I believe in God. 

10. go into  - They go into the market. 

11. consists of - The dictionary consists of 12 volumes. 

12. paid for - My father paid for our tour. 

13. prepare for - They prepare for their journey. 

14. attend to - Doctors attend to the needs of the patients. 
15. rely on  - The workers rely on the latest equipments. 
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10. Phrases and Clauses 

9th standard 
a) Clauses: 

A clause is a group of words that contains both a subject and a predicate (or a verb). There are two types of 
clauses. They are independent clause and dependent clause. 
 

Examples of independent and dependent Clauses : 
 Karagattam is a popular folk dance which is performed during village festivals. 

 (Independent Clause)    (Dependent Clause) 

 The pots are decorated with a cone that has flowers in it. 

 (Independent Clause)              (Dependent Clause) 

 Skilled puppeteers manipulate the puppets that they pull. 

 (Independent Clause)    (Dependent Clause)  

 The whole village celebrates when there is a thiruvizha. 

 (Independent Clause)    (Dependent Clause) 
 

Independent Clauses are complete sentences.  

They can stand alone and express a complete thought.  

Examples:  I need a book.  

   Mary prefers coffee.  

   Ram is a good volleyball player.  
 

Dependent Clauses contain a subject and a predicate, but they do not express a complete thought.  

Examples:  When it is raining 

   Because you were late 

   After you go to school 
 

There are three main types of dependent clauses: adjective, adverb, and noun 

Adjective clause: An adjective clause describes or gives more information about a noun—tells 

us which one, what kind, or how many. 

Example: The book that I left on the bus belongs to Mr. Baskar.  

Adverb clause: An adverb clause describes or gives more information about the verb—tells us 

when, where, how, to what extent, or under what condition something is happening.  

Example: She was happy because her father gave her a watch. 

Noun clause: A noun clause takes the place of a noun in the sentence. 

Example: This is what I want. I like what you do.                  

                                                    *This is the best route that I know – Adjective clause 
 

b) Phrases: 
A phrase is a group of words that forms a meaningful unit, but it is not a complete sentence. In 

other words, it does not have a subject or a verb. 
 

 the black hat 

 blown away 

 in the wind  
 

Example of phrases put together in a sentence: 

 The black hat   was   blown away       in the wind. 
                           Noun phrase                      Verb phrase        Prepositional phrase 
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There are several kinds of phrases in the English language. Some of the common ones are 

described below. 

Noun phrases:  

A Noun Phrase is a group of words made up of a noun and its modifiers. 

 the white car 

 my English teacher 

 the book shop  

Verb Phrases: 

A Verb phrase is a group of words made up of a verb, helping verbs, and modifiers. 

 ran quickly to catch 

 filled with horror 

 dedicated to 

Prepositional Phrases: 

A Prepositional phrase is a group of words that begin with a preposition and help to explain the 

relationship between two things. 

 on the boat 

 over the tree 

 in the school  

 
A) Identify the dependent clauses or phrases in the following sentences and underline them.  

1. Texting on his phone, the man swerved into a ditch.  Phrase, Independent Clause   

2. It isn’t necessary to cram all night , if you have studied a little each day. In.C, Dependent Clause 

3. We climbed up the hill  to enjoy the view. In.C, Phrase 

4. I enjoy painting   during my holidays. In.C, Phrase  

5. Whether he attends the party or not, I have decided to go.  D.C, In.C  

6. I will stop playing the drums  when you go to sleep. In.C, D.C 

 

B) Complete the following sentences using appropriate prepositional phrases.  

1. I would like to order coffee ………….. tea.  

a) instead of   b) instead from c) instead to 

2. ………… the rains, we went out.  

a) In spite of   b) In spite  c) In spite on 

3. ………. fire, break the glass to escape.  

a) In case of   b) In case  c) In case with 

4. I am standing here …………… my friends.  

a) in behalf of   b) on behalf of c) on behalf 

5. We solved the problem ……….a new device developed by our engineers.  

a) by means of   b) by means  c) by means to 

6. ……… we are impressed with their performance.  

 a) In general   b) On general  c) In generally 
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11. Degrees of Comparison 

Examples: 

Positive Comparative Superlative 

No other girl in the class is as 

tall as Ramya.  

Ramya is taller than any other 

girl in the class. 

Ramya is the tallest girl in the 

class. 

Very few girls in the class are 

as tall as Ramya. 

Ramya is taller than most other 

girls in the class. 

Ramya is one of the tallest girls in 

the class. 

 
The Positive Degree is used to express or describe a quality. 

The Positive Degree of an adjective states the characteristic of the noun. 

 It is a tall building. 

 Mango is sweet to taste.  

 

The Comparative Degree is used when two things (or two sets of things) are compared. 

 This building is taller than any other building. 

 Mango is sweeter than pineapple. 

 

The Superlative Degree is used when more than two things are compared. 

 This is the tallest building. 

 Mango is the sweetest fruit. 

 

Examples 

 Prabhu is young. (Positive Degree) 

 Prabhu is younger than Amirtha. (Comparative Degree) 

 Prabhu is the youngest of all. (Superlative Degree) 
 

A) Complete the sentence: 

1. Is the Taj Mahal ………. as the Big Temple?       

    a) older               b) oldest            c)  as old 

2. Kindness is the …..of all virtues.          

a) as noble as    b) nobler     c)  noblest 

3. Gandhiji was one of …….leaders.            

a) greater than   b) as great as     c)  the greatest 

4. Ravi is …… than Ramesh .                      

a) as tall as   b)  the tallest    c)  taller 

5. No other street in this area is …… this one.         

          a) as busy as     b)  the busiest     c)  as busy than 

6. Ants work …… any other insect.               

a) hardest than   b) harder than  c)  hardest 

7. No other team is …….. our team.         

                   a) stronger than        b) the strongest         c) as strong as 

      8. Very few birds in the world are …… as peacock             

                         a) more beautiful      b) as beautiful          c) most beautiful 

9. This is ……… in this book.            

                   a) longer lesson than  b) as long lesson as   c) the longest lesson 

10. Very few buildings in this street are ……. this one.      

         a) taller than              b) as tall as                c) the tallest of 
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B) Give your opinion and compare the items in each picture using –er, more, less, or an irregular 

form. Use the words. You may form your sentence in more than one way. 
 

1. healthy, wholesome, calorific 

 

a) Vegetables are healthier than pizza. 

b) Vegetables serve as a more wholesome diet than pizza. 

c) Vegetables have more calorific value than pizza.  

     / Pizza has less calorific value than vegetables. 
 

2. eco-friendly, economical, safer 

 

a) Cycling is more eco-friendly than bike riding. 

b) A bi-cycle is more economical than a motor bike in many aspects. 

c)  Riding on a cycle is safer than riding on a bike. 
 

3. low cost, effectual, nourishing 

 

a)  Coconut oil costs lower than a hair gel.  

      / Coconut oil costs less than hair gel. 

b)  Coconut oil gives more effectual growth than a hair gel. 

c)  Coconut oil is more nourishing than hair gel. 
 

4. educational, interesting, trendy 

 

a) Radio has more educational value than a mobile. 

b) Listening to radio is not more interesting than watching 

videos in smart phone. 

c) An android phone is trendier than a transistor radio. 
 

5. safe, comfortable, quick 

 

a)  Travelling by train is safer than travelling by bus. 

      / Train travel is safer than bus travel. 

b)  Train journey is more comfortable than bus journey 

c)  Train is a quicker mode of transport than bus. 
 

6. heavy, simple, common 

 

a)  A driller weighs heavier than a screw driver. 

b)  A screw driver is a simpler device than a driller. 

c)  Usage of a screw driver is more common than usage of a driller. 
 

 

7. cozy, costly, sturdy 

 

a)  A recliner is cozier than a wooden chair 

b)  A recliner is costlier than a wooden chair. 

c)  A wooden chair is sturdier than a recliner. 
 

C) Look at the bar-graph. Write five sentences using the appropriate degrees of comparison.  

 

1. Paragliding in 2017 is less popular than in 2001. 

2.  Rafting in 2017 is more popular than in 2001. 

3.  Rock Climbing is more popular in 2017.  

4.  Bungee Jumping is the most popular game in 2017. 

5. Surfing in 2017 is less popular than in 2001. 

    / Surfing in 2001 is as popular as Paragliding. 

ay Note 
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12. Punctuation 
6th standard 

A sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with a full stop or a question mark or 
an exclamation mark. 
A sentence can do four things. 

 When a sentence is a statement, it gives a fact or an opinion and we end it with a full stop. 

Eg: Ducks swim in water. 
 

 When a sentence asks a question we end it with a question mark. 

Eg: What do you want? 
 

 When a sentence makes a request or gives an instruction or a command we end it with a full stop. 

Eg: Take this road. 
 

 When a sentence expresses surprise, wonder or some strong emotion we end it with an 

exclamation mark. 

Eg: How good these flowers smell! 
 

A) Tick the right option to fill in the blanks. 

1. ………a beautiful flower! 

 a) How  b) Wow c) What d) Hurrah 

2. ……….play football? 

 a) You can b) Can you c) Have you d) You could 

3. ………did you go yesterday? 

 a) Which b) Where c) What d) Who 

4. ……..us go for a walk. 

 a) Shall b) May  c) Let  d) Can 

5. ……..like to play hide and seek. 

 a) He  b) She  c) I  d) Muthu 
 

B)  Look at the punctuation of these sentences. Why are they punctuated differently? Discuss in 

class. (PAGE-120) 

1. One always felt like drawing close to him. – It is a statement. Full stop is marked at the end. 

2. But no one ever comes here!  - It expresses a feeling. An exclamation mark put is in the end. 

3. Who’s is going to see them?   - It is an interrogative sentence. A question mark is put in the end. 

4. Come here.            - It is a command. Full stop is marked at the end. 
 

 

C) Work in pairs and say the sentences to each other. Do you hear any differences in the way it is 

spoken? Discuss and share with the class. Discuss the difference in the meaning of the sentences. 

1. This is a banyan tree.     - Statement (Assertive) 

2. Is this a banyan tree?   - Interrogative sentence. (Yes / No type) 

3. What a beautiful banyan tree!  - Exclamatory sentence. 

4. Look at this banyan tree. - Imperative sentence (Command). 
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D) Read these sentences from the story carefully. Do they give commands or requests or make 

statements? Write ‘C’ for command and ‘R’ for request and ‘S’ for statement. 

1. The tendril moved towards grandfather.     - S 

2. I want a roof over my head.     - S 

3. Please do not cut trees.      - R 

4. We spent the whole day planting saplings.   - S 

5. Will you please remove the trees growing on the wall? - R 

6. There was a forest on the island.    - S 

7. Go to the river bed.      - C 

8. The island was a green paradise.    - S 

9. Grow more trees to protect nature.    - C 

10. Grandfather’s dream had come true.    - S 

 

13. Contraction 

9th standard 
Contraction is a shortened form of a word or group of words, with the omitted 

letters often replaced in written English by an apostrophe ('). 

It’s It is / It has +V3 

Doesn’t Does not 

There’s There is / There has +V3 

You’ll You will 

That’s That is 

I’ve I have 

He’d He would / He had+V3 

Aren’t Are not 

He’s He has / He has +V3 

Won’t Will not  

Can’t  Cannot 

 

 

14.  Finite Verbs & Non-finite Verbs: 
 

Finite verb  : A verb that indicates tense and changes according to the subject 

fhyj;ijf; fhl;lf;$bajhfTk; subject-f;Fj; jFe;jhw;Nghy; 
khwf;$bajhfTk; cs;s tpidr;nrhw;fs; Finite verb MFk;. 

Non-Finite verb : A verb that does not indicate tense and does not change according to the subject 

fhyj;ijf; fhl;lhjjhfTk; subject-f;Fj; jFe;jhw;Nghy; khwhjjhfTk; 
cs;s tpidr;nrhw;fs; Non-finite verb MFk;. 

 

Examples: 

 Arun invited Sujith to his daughter’s birthday.  

 Her friends presented the girl with a toy. 

 His friend presented a watch.  

 Arun’s daughter is a basket ball player. 

 She plays basket ball daily. 

 Her friends also play basket ball daily. 
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Non-finite verbs: 
Non-finite verbs have no subject and do not change according to the tense or number. Non-finite 

verbs are broadly classified as follows: 

i. Gerunds  1. Walking is a healthy habit(Present participle used as a noun) 

ii. Infinitive  2. I like to walk early in the morning.(to infinitive) 

iii. Present participle  3. These are my walking shoes.(Present participle used as an adjective) 

iv. Past participle  4. Having walked a long distence I felt tired 
  

,q;F nfhLf;fg;gl;Ls;s Non-finite verbs fhyj;ijf; fhl;lhJ. subject-f;Fj; jFe;jthW khwhJ. 
 

 

 

Infinitive: 
 

       Examples: 

 To wait seemed foolish when decisive action was required.(subject) 

 Everyone wanted to go. (direct object) 

 His ambition is to fly. (subject complement) 

 He lacked the strength to resist.(adjective) 

 We must study to learn.(adverb) 
 

Gerunds: 
Gerund vd;gJ xU ‘ing’-apy; KbAk; action word MFk;. mJ noun-Mf nray;gLfpwJ.  
A gerund phrase consists of a gerund plus modifier(s), object(s), and/or complement(s). 
 

 Examples: 
 Reading is good for mind. 

 Most people nowadays started walking. 

 I enjoy writing  stories for children.       

 I dream about building a big house.  

 He avoided spending much time on the computer.  

 He prevented me from signing  the contract. 
 

9th standard 
A) Look at the action words on bold. Identify whether they are either finite or non-finite verb.  

They want to try a new approach. (non-finite verb, Infinitive) 

Trying is easy. (non-finite verb, Gerund) 

Having tried everything he gave up. (non-finite verb, Past participle) 

All I can do is try. (non- finite verb) 

If she tried, she would succeed. (finite verb) 
 

B) Read the following pairs of sentence.  
 

 Travelling might satisfy your desire for new experiences. 

 The study abroad program might satisfy your desire for new experiences. 

Identify the subject in the first sentence. Travelling 
 

 They do not appreciate my singing. 

 They do not appreciate my assistance.              

Identify the direct object in the first sentence  my singing 
 

 My cat’s favourite activity is sleeping. 

 My cat’s favourite food is salmon. 

Identify the subject complement in the first sentence  sleeping 
 

 The police arrested him for speeding. 

 The police arrested him for criminal activity. 

Identify the object of the preposition in the first sentence for speeding. 
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15. Modals 

9th standard 
A)  Do’s and Don’ts (Necessity, Obligation and permission)  

 Choose the correct option. 

1.  We use ______ (should /must /ought) when something is compulsory, obligatory and important. 

2.  We use _______ (should /must / ought) when something is the right thing to do. 

3.  We use ________(should /must / ought) when something is suggested or recommended. 
 

B)  Answer the following. 

1 
 

Frame a question using ‘have’.      I have never seen such a creature. 

Ans: Have you seen such a creature? 

2 Underline the modal.                      How can we reward you? 

                       Ans: How can we reward you? 

3 Find the modal.                               Where will Tenali Raman go? 

                               Ans: Where will Tenali Raman go? 

4 Choose the correct auxiliary verb. Who            (have/has) painted the peacock red? 

                                     Ans: Who has painted the peacock red? 

5 Answer with may/may not.            Do you think red peacocks exist? 

                                     Ans: I think red peacocks may not exist. 

 

Example Exercise  

Modal Verbs Usage Example 

Should/ought to 

 
 50 % obligation 

 Advice 

 logical conclusion 

 I _____ see a doctor. I have a terrible headache. 

 You ______ revise your lessons. 

 He ______be very tired. He's been working all 

day long. 

Can 

 
 ability  

 permission  

 possibility 

 I _____ swim. 

 ______ I use your phone please? 

 Smoking ______ cause cancer. 

Could 

 
 ability in the past 

 polite permission 

 possibility 

 When I was younger I ______ run fast. 

 Excuse me, ________ I just say something? 

  It _______ rain tomorrow! 

May 

 
 Permission 

 Possibility / Probability 

 _______ I come in? 

 Where are my keys? They _____ be in the car. 

Might 

 
 polite permission 

 possibility / probability 

 _______ I suggest an idea? 

 I ______ go on holiday to Australia next year. 

Must 

 
 Strong obligation 

 logical conclusion 

 Certainty 

 You ______stop when the traffic lights turn red. 

 He ______ be very tired. He's been working all 

day long. 

Must not  prohibition  You __________ smoke in the hospital. 

 

Need not 

 
 lack of necessity/ 

 absence of obligation 

 I _______ buy tomatoes. There are plenty of 

tomatoes in the fridge. 
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C)   Match the Squares to Form Proper Sentences. 

 
 

Advice Obligation / Prohibition 

I should take some pills. 

She shouldn’t eat some pills. 

They should wear warm clothes. 

Sam and Jai shouldn’t see a doctor. 

Sam and Jai should go home. 

I must take some pills. 

She mustn’t take some pills. 

They must wear warm clothes. 

Sam and Jai mustn’t see a doctor. 

Sam and Jai must go home. 
 

D) Fill in the blanks with appropriate modals. 

(Will / Shall, Would / Should, Can / Could, May / Might, Ought to) 

 Milk is a nutritious food enriched with vitamins and proteins. We should take milk regularly so 

that we need not develop deficiencies in our body. Aged persons, children and patients should take 

milk in sufficient quantities as it provides strength to their body. We can supplement it with fruits, 

vegetables and pulses for proper growth of the body. But we should consume milk of good quality. 

Otherwise it will cause harm to the body. We should be very careful while selecting our food items 

because there are chances that these may be adulterated. We ought to protect our health. 

 

16. CONNECTORS 

9th standard 

Examples: 

 The man has much money. However, he isn’t happy at all. 

 I like playing football. On the other hand, my brother likes playing basketball. 

 His family made a lot of effort to make their son’s lessons better, conversely, he never made 

any effort. 

 She spent four years studying for her law degree. Meanwhile, she continued to work at the bank. 

 You are not allowed to use your phone here. Similarly, you have to switch it off when you are 

in the library. 
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BOOK BACK EXERCISES: 
 

A) Complete the following sentences using appropriate Connectors from the box. 
 

moreover although meanwhile therefore because 

as long as thus above all for instance except 
 

1. She felt cold although she was wearing a winter coat. 

2. This restaurant has some of the best chefs in the town. Moreover their service is excellent. 

3. I’m not going to the party tonight because I didn’t get an invitation. 

4. You can set the table. meanwhile, I’ll start making dinner. 

5. I can play quite a few instruments. For instance, the flute, the guitar and the piano. 

6. The store was out of chocolate chips; thus they would need to make a different type of cookies. 

7. The stores are open daily except Sundays. 

8. I’ll stay as long as you need me. 

9. This detergent is highly concentrated and therefore you will need to dilute it. 

10. It was the thing he prized above all. 

 

17. ACTIVE AND PASSIVE VOICE: 

9th standard 
 

Look at the below table. It shows the changes in tense while changing sentences from active voice 

into passive voice.  

Tense Active Voice Passive Voice 

Simple Present He makes coffee Coffee is made by him. 

Present Continuous He is making coffee. Coffee is being made by him. 

Present Perfect He has made coffee. Coffee has been made by him. 

Simple Past He made coffee. Coffee was made by him. 

Past Continuous He was making coffee. Coffee was being made by him. 

Past Perfect He had made coffee. Coffee had been made by him. 

Simple Future He will make coffee. Coffee will be made by him. 
 

A) Convert the following active sentences into passive sentences by supplying an appropriate 

passive verb form. 

1.  She will not recognize us. / We ____________ by her. 

 a) will not recognize  b) will not being recognized   c) will not be recognized 

2.  They didn’t invite me, but I went anyway. / I ________________ but I went anyway. 

 a) wasn't invited   b) wasn't being invited  c) wasn't inviting 

3.  They broke up the table for fi rewood. / The table ____________ up for fi rewood. 

 a) broke    b) had broken    c) was broken 

4.  She has won the first prize. / The first prize _____________ by her. 

 a) has won   b) has been won   c) had been won 

5.  A friend of mine is repairing the car. / The car _______________ by a friend of mine. 

 a) is repairing   b) is repaired    c) is being repaired 

6.  Begin the work tomorrow. / Let the work ____________ tomorrow. 

 a) be begun   b) begin    c) is beginning 

7.  They speak English in New Zealand. / English _______________ in New Zealand. 

 a) is speaking   b) is spoken    c) is being spoken 
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8.  His attitude shocked me. / I _______________ by his attitude. 

 a) had shocked   b) had been shocked   c) was shocked 

9.  She had already sent the parcel. / The parcel _______________ by her. 

 a) has already been sent  b) had already been sent  c) was already sent 

10. Her silence worries me. / I _______________ her silence. 

 a) am worrying by  b) am worried by   c) have worried by 
 

 

B) Match the following Active voice sentences with Passive voice 

Active Voice Passive Voice 

1. I will never forget this experience A novel has been written by her. 

2. Mother made a cake yesterday. The deer was being chased by the tiger. 

3. Have you finished the report? A cake was made by mother yesterday. 

4. The tiger was chasing the deer. Has the report been fi nished by you? 

5. She has written a novel. This experience will never be forgotten by me. 
 

 

 

Answer 

Active Voice Passive Voice 

1. I will never forget this experience This experience will never be forgotten by me.  

2. Mother made a cake yesterday. A cake was made by mother yesterday. 

3. Have you finished the report? Has the report been finished by you? 

4. The tiger was chasing the deer. The deer was being chased by the tiger. 

5. She has written a novel. A novel has been written by her. 

 

Imperatives in Passive (fl;lis my;yJ Ntz;LNfhs; thf;fpaq;fs;) 
 Let + object + be + past participle. (Positive) 

(e.g.) Open the window. (Active) 

Let the window be opened. (Passive) 

 Let + object + not + be + past participle. (Negative) 

(e.g.) Do not pluck the flowers. (Active) 

Let the flowers not be plucked. (Passive) 

 

C) Look at these imperatives in passive and compare. 

Active : Help me. 

Passive : You are requested to help me. 

Active : Don’t touch it. 

Passive : You are warned not to touch it. 

(Note: We can begin the passive sentence with you if we want to put emphasis on the person addressed to.) 

 

D) Change the following into passive voice. 

1.  Stanley will inform you later.  

Ans: You will be informed by Stanley later. 

2.  People speak Portuguese in Brazil.  

Ans: Portuguese is spoken by people in Brazil. 

3.  My grandfather built this house in 1943.  

Ans: This house was built by my grandfather in 1943. 

4.  Do not hurt the animals.  

  Ans: Let not the animals be hurt. 
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5.  You must not drop litter in the streets. 

  Ans: Litter must not be dropped in the streets by you. 

6.  Carry it home. 

  Ans: Let it be carried home. 

7. They are decorating the wall. 

  Ans: The wall is being decorated by them. 

8.  He has already mended the TV set. 

 Ans: The TV set has already been mended by him. 
 

18. DETERMINERS 

9th standard 
 

Examples: 

 An apple is a healthy fruit. 

 Two cats have drunk a bowl of milk. 

 My father has many cars. 
 

A) Choose the Correct Determiner 

1.  Could you bring me ________ tools I left in the garden? (this, those, these) 

2.  ________ Earth revolves around the sun. (the, a, an) 

3.  I found ________ one rupee coin in the playground while playing. (a, an, the) 

4.  There aren’t ________ students in the library. (much, many, a lot) 

5.  It was ________ unforgettable experience. (a, an, the) 

6.  I haven’t got ________ pictures in my bedroom. (some, any, many) 

7.  He said that he wanted to become ________ engineer. (a, an, the) 

8.  Kokila gave a pen to ______ child in the classroom on her birthday. (any, all, each) 

9.  I’ve got to solve ________ math problems before I go to sleep. (all, some, any) 

10. India is ________ largest democracy in the world. (a, an, the) 

11. My father doesn’t drink ________ coff ee. (much, many, a lot) 

12. I always keep ________ money in my wallet for emergencies. (any, every, some) 

13. This year we are celebrating my sister’s ________ birthday. (a, two, second) 

14. I have ________ pencils with me. (a, three, third) 

15. ‘What is that noise?’ I think it is ________ airplane. (a, an, the) 
 

19. REPORTED SPEECH 

9th standard 

Look at the following sentences 

She said, “I have won the first prize.” (Direct Speech) 

She said that she had won the first prize. (Indirect Speech) 

 In the first sentence, the reporter conveys the message of the girl using her actual words i.e., (“I 

have won the first prize.”) 

 In the second sentence, the reporter conveys her message but in his own words without any 

change in the meaning. (She said that she had won the fi rst prize.) 

 In direct speech, we reproduce the actual words of the speaker. We place spoken words within 

inverted commas (“ ”). 

 In indirect speech (also called Reported Speech), we report the words of the speaker with a few 

changes. 
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Key Terminology 

Direct Speech 

She said, “I have won the first prize.” 

                                              
     Reporting verb    Direct speech 

Reporting Statements 

We make the following changes when reporting the statements. 

- Change the pronouns 

- Reporting verb followed by ‘that’ 

- Change the tense, time and place 

E.g.     Kowsalya said, “We watched a film yesterday.” 

            Kowsalya said that they had watched a film the day before. 

                                                                                   
                                        pronoun tense                        time 
 
 

Reporting Imperatives 

To report an imperative, use the pattern – 

request/order/suggest + someone + to infinitive 
 

E.g.  Karthi said to Ram, “Please, switch on the fan.” 

Karthi requested Ram to switch on the fan. 
 

Reporting Questions 

When reporting questions, we use the pattern: 

asked/ wanted to know + question word + pronoun + verb 
 

E.g.  She said to me, “Where did you go?” 

She asked me where I went. 
 

Note: If the 'wh' question is missing, if or whether is added. 

E.g.  Praveena asked, “Have you watered the plants?” 

Praveena asked if/whether I had watered the plants. 

 

Sometimes it is not necessary to report everything that is said word by word. It may 

be better to use ‘reporting verbs’ which summarise what was communicated. 

 

Below are some of the most commonly used verbs of this kind. 

accept advise apologise ask assure blame 

complain complement congratulate explain greet hope 

invite offer order persuade promise remind 

regret say suggest tell thank answer 

warn encourage regret sympathize refuse instruct 
 

Remember these rules of change 

Pronouns 

Direct Speech 
Indirect Speech 

Masculine Feminine Plural 

I 

You (Subject) 

you (Object) 

he 

he 

him 

she 

she 

her 

- 

they 

them 
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your 

my 

myself 

we 

us 

his 

his 

himself 

- 

- 

her 

her 

herself 

- 

- 

their 

their 

themselves 

they 

them 
 

 

Denoting Time and Position  Denoting Time and Position 

Direct Speech Indirect Speech  Direct Speech Indirect Speech 

this 

these 

now 

ago 

last night 

next day 

that 

those 

then 

before 

the previous night 

the following day 

 today 

yesterday 

tomorrow 

next week 

last week 

here 

that day 

the previous day 

the next day 

the following week 

the previous week 

there 
 

A) Observe the following call-outs. Reporter (C) has reported the sentences of Speaker (A). Now, 

help Reporter (C) report the rest of the sentences of Speaker (A). 

 

A (Speaker) B (Questioner) C (Reporter) 

I have to go.  What did he say? He said that he wanted to go.   

(say)                     

Can you hear me? What did she say? She asked if you could hear her. 

(ask) 

Consult the doctor.  What did he say? He advised you to consult the 

doctor. (advise) 

I won’t go to the party. What did he say? He said that he would not go 

to the party. (say) 

When did you come? What did she say? She asked him when he had 

come. (ask) 

Don’t touch the wire. What did she say? She warned him not to touch 

the wire. (warn) 

Did you sleep well yesterday? What did he say? He asked her if she had slept 

well the day before. (ask) 

Please help me cross the 

street. 

What did he say? He requested her to help him 

cross the street. (request) 

 

B) Report the following sentences.  

1.  Banu said, “Do not spoil the eco-system.” 

Banu advised not to spoil the eco-system. 
 

2.  Pranav said, “Have you booked the tickets to Delhi?” 

Pranav asked if he had booked the tickets to Delhi. 
 

3.  Rekha said to Tilak, “When are we leaving to our native?” 

Rekha asked Tilak when they were leaving to their native. 
 

4.  Sujith said, “Ryan, you should get up early in the morning.” 

Sujith told Ryan that she must getup early in the morning. 
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5.  Vivaan said to his mother, “Can you, please, buy me a hot-chocolate?” 

Vivaan asked his mother politely if she could buy him a hot-chocolate. 
 

6.  “Tomorrow I have to take a test in English”, said Sudar. 

Sudar said that she had to take a test in English the next day. 
 

7.   Pragathi said to her sister, “I need your help to arrange the books in the shelf.” 

Pragathi told her sister that she needed her help to arrange the books in the shelf. 
 

8.  “Why don’t you use crayons for colouring?” said Dhilip to his son. 

Dhilp asked his son why he didn’t use crayons for colouring. 

20. Error spotting 
 

 

Don't Say Say Note 

 I cannot see much stars in the 

sky. 

 I cannot see many 

stars in the sky. 

Use many with countable plural 

nouns. Use much with uncountable 

nouns. 

 I have little friends. I have few friends. Use few with countable nouns. Use 

little 

with uncountable nouns. 

 Every test contains about 

twenty questions. 

 Each test contains 

about twenty 

questions. 

Each refers to an individual object or 

person. Every refers to a group of 

objects 

or people. 

 Is there any lemonade left?  Is there some 

lemonade left? 

Any is used for questions and 

negatives. 

Some is used for positive. 

 Who do you want to meet?  Whom do you want 

to meet? 

'Who' for subject and 'whom' for 

object. If you can replace it with 'he' or 

'she', use 'who'. If you can replace it 

with 'him' or 'her', use 'whom'. 

 Did not you meet him 

yesterday? 

 Didn’t you meet 

him, yesterday? 

Use contracted form of verbs like ‘is’, 

‘do’ or ‘have’ in questions. 

 How many luggage did you 

bring? 

 How much luggage 

did you bring? 

Use how many for countable nouns. 

Use how much for uncountable nouns. 

 What colour do youwant - red 

or green? 

 Which colour do you 

     want - red or green? 

'What' is used for unlimited number of 

choices. 'Which' is used for limited 

number of choices. 

You should go to your house 

now. 

 You should go home    

now.  

House – ntWk; fl;blk;  
Home – FbapUf;Fk; tPL 

Stand in the middle of the circle.  Stand in the centre of 

the circle.  

Middle – ,U ,lq;fSf;F eLNt 
Centre – tl;lj;jpd; ikak; 

It was a long travel.  It was a long journey.  Travel – nghJthd gazk; 
Journey – Fwpg;gpl;l gazk; 

 Kovai is further from 

Chennai than Trichy. 

 Kovai is farther 

from Chennai than 

Trichy. 

Further means 'additional'. Farther is 

used to talk about distance. 
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 Sheeba is more stronger than 

Sinduja. 

 Sheeba is stronger 

than Sinduja. 

Avoid double comparatives. 

Adjectives of one syllable usually 

form their comparatives by adding -er 

to the positive. Adjectives with more 

than two syllables take 'more'. 

 My elder sister is six feet 

high. 

 My elder sister is six 

feet tall. 

We generally use tall with people, and 

it’s the opposite of short. Use high 

when referring to trees, buildings, or 

mountains, and it’s the opposite of 

low. 

 I have seen him yesterday. I saw him yesterday. The present perfect is a present 

tense. It can’t be used with adverbs of 

past time. 

 I will call you when dinner 

will be ready. 

 I will call you when 

dinner is ready. 

When the verb in the main clause is in 

the future tense, the verb in the 

subordinate clause should be in the 

present and not in the future. 

 I am getting up every day at 6 

a.m. 

 I get up every day at 

6 a.m. 

Habitual action should be in simple 

present tense. 

 I am thinking it's an 

interesting book. 

 I think it's an 

interesting book. 

When using 'think' to express an 

opinion, do not use the continuous 

form of the verb. 

 There is a table besides the 

bed. 

There is a table 

beside the bed. 

beside means next to/at the side of 
besides means in addition to 

 Everyone played games 

accept Kathir. 

 Everyone played 

games except Kathir. 

accept means to receive 

except means to leave out 

 I see T.V news regularly.  I watch T.V. news 

regularly. 

watch is to look at something with a 

purpose  

see is to just look at something in front 

of us 

 I last night went to the 

cinema. 
 I went to the cinema 

last night. 
Adverbs or adverbial phrases of defi 

nite time like 

yesterday,today,tomorrow, last week, 

two months ago, are usually placed at 

the end of the sentence. If we want to 

emphasize the time, we put the adverb 

at the beginning. ‘Yesterday I was 

very busy’ 
Pushpa came here two months 

before. 
 Pushpa came here 

two months ago. 
Ago is used to refer from the time of 

speaking. Before is used to refer to a 

point of time in the past. 
She angrily spoke.  She spoke angrily. Adverbs of manner usually go in the 

end-position. 
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